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ä (ABSTRACT)

E
A parameter design introduced by Taguchi provides a new quality control method which can

Qi) reduce cost-effectively the product variation due to various uncontrollable noise factors such as
Q)

product deterioration, manufacturing imperfections, and environmental factors under which a

product is actually used. This experimental design technique identifies the optimal setting of the

control factors which is least sensitive to the noise factors. Taguchi’s method utilizes orthogonal

arrays which allow the investigation of main effects only, under the assumption that interaction

effects are negligible.

In this paper new techniques are developed to investigate two-factor interactions for

2* and 3* factorial parameter designs. The major objective is to be able to identify influential two-

factor interactions and take those into account in properly assessing the optimal setting of the

control factors. For 2' factorial parameter designs, we develop some new designs for the control

factors by using a partially balanced array. These designs are characterized by a small number of

runs and some balancedness property of the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates of main

effects and two-factor irrteractions. Methods of analyzing the new designs are also developed. For

3' factorial parameter designs, a detection procedure consisting of two stages is developed by using

a sequential method in order to reduce the number of runs needed to detect influential two·factor

interactions. ln this paper, an extension of the parameter design to several quality charactexistics is

also developed by devising suitable statistics to be analyzed, dependirrg on whether a proper loss

function can be specified or not.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Since Shewhart laid the foundation of statistical methods for quality control in 1931, we have

seen an increase in the application of statistical ideas to improve the quality and productivity of

industrial processes and products. Most procedures of the traditional quality control methods have

used control charts in which the procedures signal when process is out of control. But they cannot

be used successfully to reduce the variation of the quality characteristic of a product due to un-

controllable noise factors such as production deterioration, manufacturing imperfection, and envi-

ronmental factors under which a product is actually used. In quality control activities, we frequently

encounter a situation in which we want to reduce such product variability without increasing

manufacturing cost.

As a simple example (Taguchi and Wu, 1980, and Taguchi, 1986), consider the rnanufacturing

process of ceramic tilee, where there are seven controllable factors: lime additive content, granularity

of additive, feldspar content, agalmatolite content, type of agalmatolite, charge quantity, and waste

retum content. In addition there is one factor, kiln temperature that is prohibitively expensive to

control. It is known that an uneven temperature distribution in the kiln causes variation in the size
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of tiles, which is the most important quality characteristic of the tiles. In this situation the man-

ufacturer wants to reduce the product variation attributed to uneven distribution of temperature in

the kiln without being able to control it adequately.

As this example demonstrates, there are two types of variables which affect the quality

characteristic of a product. These are called control and noise factors. The control factors are those

input variables which can be adjusted by the operator such as lime additive content. Noise factors

are those variables which are diüicult, if not impossible, to control such as kiln temperature. Those

noise factors are the main sources of variation in the quality characteristic of a product.

This problem was addressed by Taguchi, and he developed an experimental design technique

( parameter design) to reduce the product’s variation cost-effectively. It does this by identifying an

optimal combination of setting of given control factors, at which the quality characteristic is least

sensitive to the various noise factors. In the parameter design, we combine two designs, one for

control_and one for noise factors, and analyze some performance statistic which Taguci termed a

signal·to·noise (SN) ratio. Then, by using an experimental design technique we identify an optimal

setting ofeach control factor at which the SN ratio is maximized with the mean value ofthe quality

characteristics close to the target value. In order for the parameter design to be successful, a suitable

SN ratio should be used. Taguchi developed various kinds of SN ratios according to the engi-

neering structure of a product.

In constructing designs for the control and noise factors, Taguchi suggested using orthogonal

arrays (especially orthogonal arrays of strength 2) with which we can investigate main effects only.

The interactions are not examined in the parameter design since the number of experimental runs

needed to estimate interactions in orthogonal arrays becomes unmanageably large as the number

of factors increases. However, if some interaction effects among the control factors do indeed exist,

then the parameter design may lead to setting which are not optimal. Moreover, Taguchi devel-

oped the parameter design technique only for a single quality characteristic, assuming that the

quality of a product can be assessed by the most important quality characteristic. But frequently ‘
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we want to improve several quality s of a product simultaneously. Therefore, the

problems we face in the parameter design are:

(i) development of the suitable SN ratios corresponding to the particular properties of pro-

ducts;

(ii) construction of designs by which we can investigate interactions with minimum cost;

(iii) extension of the parameter design to severalqualityMost

research for the parameter design centcred on the first problem, and several kinds of

SN ratios for the univariate parameter design were developed by Leon, et.al.(l987), and Box (1988).

Although the second and third problems are important, no research has been done for these prob-

lems. Only some transformation techniques were suggested by Taguchi and Wu (1980), and Box

(1988) for the second problem.

The procedures outlined in this paper are directed toward the second and third problem. We

shall develop new designs by which we can identify influential 2-factor interactions, especially for

2* and 3* factorial designs for the control factors. To endend the parameter design technique to se-

veral quality characteristics we shall devise some suitable SN ratios which take several quality

characteristics into account simultaneously.

The following chapter provides relevant background information on the parameter design

with an example of its use, plus details of the influence of non-negligible interaction eüects. In

Chapter III, we develop suitable designs for 2* factorial designs ofthe control factors, through which

we can detect and estimate inlluential 2-factor interactions under the assumption that 3-factor and

higher order interactions are all negligible. Also developed in Chapter III are methods of analyzing

the new designs. The procedure developed in Chapter IV is aimed to identify the intluential 2-factor

interactions in 3* factorial designs for the control factors. We employ a sequential procedure to

reduce the number ofexperimental runs needed for dctecting influential 2-factor interactions. The
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SN ratios for several quality characteristics are developed in Chapter V. Chapter VI contains a

summary and some suggestions for further study.
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Chapter II

This chapter contains a brief review of the parameter design, followed by a simple example.

For the development of new designs, problems resulting from influential interaction eB°ects are dis-

cussed as well.

H.1 Loss Function and Expected Loss

Taguchi (1986) deünes quality of a product as follows:

'I define quality as the losses a product imparts to the society from the time the product is
shipped'.

'I'he essence of this definition is that the societal losses generated by a product from the time the

product is shipped to the customer, determine its desirability. The smaller the losses, the more de-

sirable the product is. There are many ways in which a product can result in losses to the society.

PARAMETER DESIGN 5



A typical loss on which we concentrate is failure to meet the ideal performance, that is, deviation

of the quality characteristic of a product from its ideal value.

To evaluate the quality of a product we need first to identify the quality characteristic of a

product, which is assumed here to be measured on a continuous scale and we denote it by Y. The

idealvalueofthequalitycharacteristiciscal1edatargetvalueandwedenoteitby1.Alsowedenote

the continuous loss function by !(y:1) when y is a specific value of the quality characteristic Y.

The loss function ((y:1) represents the loss in terms of a quantitative measure, for example in dol-

lars, sulfered by an arbitrary customer at an arbitrary time during the product’s life span due to the

deviation of the quality characteristic Y from its target value 1. Here we assume that a loss function

{(y:1) is convex and suäciently smooth so that its second derivative exists. Then by Talyor’s series

expansion we can express £(y:1) as -

Z' :
{(y:1) ¤ {(1:1) + ('(1:1)(y — 1) +ä (y — 1)2 + . (2.1)

Since the loss function !(y:1) has a minimum value at y = 1 , its first derivative l'(1:1) evalu-

atedaty¤1·in(2.l) equalszero.Ass1rmingthatthelossisalwayszerowhenyisequaltoitstarget

value 1, we can then approximate the loss function as

(OM') = k0* (Z2)

where the unknown constant k can be determined using an economic argument (see Taguchi and

Wu, 1980).

As we mentioned, there are two types of variables which atfect the product performance.

These are control and noise factors. Control factors are the product design variables which can be

controlled by the product designer or manufacturing operator. The set ofcontrol factors is denoted

here by Q. A vector Q of settings of the control factors in Q deiines a product design speciiication

and vice versa. Noise factors are those variables which cause variation in the product':. performance
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during the life span of a product. We denote the set ofnoise factors by K. Taguchi and Wu (1980)

classilied the noise factors into the following three categories.

(i) External noise factors: These noise factors include environmental conditions under which

a product is actually used, such as temperature, humidity, dust, etc.

(ii) Internal noise factors: These are noise factors which cause the variation during the usage

of a product. For example, deterioration of a product or components ofa product can be classilied

into this category.

(iii) Manufacturing noise factors: These noise factors cause the variation among the product x

units during the manufacturing process of a product. In the example of the manufacturing process

of ceramic tiles in Chapter I, the kiln temperature is a noise factor of this category. Moreover,

variations among the incoming materials and supplies fall into this category.

The parameter design is used to conduct an investigation to the adverse effects of

various noise factors. Effects of noise factors change with diüerent setting of the control factors.

The goal of the parameter design is to evaluate the eßects of the noise factors at different settings

of the control factors, and identify the optimal setting at which the product is least sensitive to the

noise factors.

'l'he external and internal noise factors can be investigated at the stage of research and devel-

opment (see Taguchi and Wu, 1980). Even though the manufacturing noise factors can be examined

in the parameter design at any stage, these noise factors are investigated primarily at the manufac-

turing stage. Aocording to the noise factors included in the parameter design, we can state the

purposes of parameter design as following:

(i) to product sensitivity to environmental conditions;

(ii) to product variability due to deterioration;

(iii) to variation among the product units with the mean value of the quality char-

acteristic close to the target value.
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A simple manufactuxing process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Let Q = (0,, 0,, , 0,) denote the

setting of the control factors and let W= (W,, M, , W,) represent the set ofnoise factors included

in the parameter design experiment. We assume that the quality characteristic Y is a function of

Qandjß, that is, Y=_/LW; Q), in which fis called a transfer function. 'I'he setting of the control

factors (Q) is a set ofthe parameters of the distribution Y, and for a given Q the noise factors generate

the distribution. The noise factors are assumed to be random variables so that the output is also a

random variable.

control factors

Y
° _ output

f(_[Z; Q) —Z-—> average loss R

< Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of a Manufacturing Process >

The expected loss at the setting Q of control factors is

R(Q) = Eg(!(v=r))

= EK(k(y — 1·)2) = kMSE(Q) (2.3)

=- k(¤2(Q) + (l>i¤= (QD2) .

where we use the notation, such as MSE(Q) to emphasize that MSE is a function of Q . Hereatter,

however, we shall omit Q when no ambiguity arises. This expected loss is a quantity to be mini-

Note from equation (2.3) that the expected loss is proportional to MSE, and in turn the

quality of a product is inversely proportional to it. Moreover, if E(Y) is equal to the target value

1·, the objective becomes to reduce the variance of the quality characteristic.
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An example is given here (see Taguchi and Wu, 1980), which shows that the inspection

method of a traditional quality control activity cannot reduce successfully the variance of the quality

characteristic. Assume that the quality characteristic Y has a normal distribution with mean p and

variance 6*. lf we inspect each product and remove those whose value of the quality characteristic

is outside of the tolerance interval, for example (# — 36, # + 36), then for those having passed the

inspection the density function of Y is reduced to the following truncated normal distribution

0 otherwise

,wher·e Q =¤ f::¢•(y)dy = 0.9973 and ¢(y) is the normal density function with mean u and vari-

ance 6*.

Applying integration by parts, we obtain the variance Gi for passed products as

Y ‘
-¥=E<<Y-»>‘>

_ _L #+36
-

2 dQ [MI c in ¢<y> y .
- 0.972.,* .

Consequently, the perfect inspection method can reduce the product variability only up to 2.8%.

If we consider the inspection cost, then this inspection method tums out to be totally ineüicient in

reducing the product variability. In the next section a new statistical method (parameter design)

will be described. Since the parameter design minimizes the product variability by reducing the in-

fluence of the noise factors rather than by controlling them, it is a cost-effective technique for im-

proving the quality of a product.
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H.2 Parameter Design and Its Analysis

II.2.I Orthogoual Arrays

Before describing the analyzing technique of the parameter design, we define an orthogonal

array (OA) which will be used to construct the parameter design.

< Definition 2.1 >

Let Tbe a(txm)matrixvvithentriesf1·omaset Sofssymbols. Tis calledanorthogonal

array ofstrength dinmassemblies with tconstraints and slevels ifany (dxm) submatxix 0fT

contains all
s‘

possible (d x l) column vectors based on s symbols of S with the same frequency

A. Such an array is denoted by OA(m,t, s,d:.l) in which 11 is called the index of T.

OA’s were introduced first into statistics by Rao(l946) under the name of hypercubes and

then by Bose and Bush(1952). For given values of m and s, it is possible in general to construct

OA’s for a large value of t if the value of d is small. Raghavarao (1971) provided several methods

for constructing OA’s up to strength 3, and Seiden and Zemach(l966) investigated the construction

methods of
OA’s

of strength 4 for r == 2, and Kackar(l982) tabulated some important OA’s.

From the above definition of OA, we can see easily that:

(i) rn¤ 1.:* in any 0A(m,t,s,d:.l);

(ii)anOAofstrengthd,isalsoanOAofstrengthd,sd,;

(iii) an OA remains an OA if we permute rows and/or columns of the array.

< Example 2.1 >

(i) The following is an OA(8,4,2,3:l) :
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l 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 l 1 l 1 0

(ii) An OA(9,4,3,2: 1) follows:

0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
0 l 2 1 2 O 2 0 1
0 1 2 2 0 1 1 2 0

Ifwe consider the columns of an OA as treatment combinations, then such an array is a

fractional factorial design containing rn (not necessarily distinct) treatment combinations from an

s* factorial design. It can be shown (Raktoe, et.aI., 1981) that if T is a fractional factorial design

based on OA(m,t,s,d:.l), then we can estimate all the main elfects and the interactions up to order

k, where k is the greatest integr less than -ä'-L, and the estimates are mutually independent.

11.2.2 Constructzbn afParameter Design

The parameter design technique developed by Taguchi can be described by the following 7

steps.

< Step 1 >

Determine the quality characteristic of a product, and identify the control and noise factors.

< Step 2 >

Determine the levels and the rang of levels of the control factors. Also identify the

rang ofnoise factors and choose the levels to be investigated in the parameter design.

PARAMETER DESIGN 11



< step 3 >

Using orthogonal arrays, construct the designs for the control and noise factors. Taguchi
called these designs inner array and outer array,respectively. Figure 2.2 shows how we construct the
parameter design. In Figure 2.2, we assign the control factors to columns of the inner array. Each
row of the inner array represents the combination of levels (treatment combination, or setting) of
the control factors. The columns of an outer array stand for different settings of the noise factors.
A complete parameter design experiment consists ofa combination of the inner array and the outer
array as shown in Figure 2;2. 'I'hen, for each setting Q of the control factors, n values of the response
(quality ) are generated at different settings rg of the noise factors, in which rr is the
number of rows in the outer array for the noise factors.

Inner Outer Quality SN
Array: 0A(L,) Array: 0A(I.,) Qraracteristic Ratio

6* 6* 6, 6, w* v* w,

Q*0000 g*000
y**g*0001 g*011 y**

Q, 0 1 1 0 g, 1 0 1 Y,,; $(9,,)
Q, 0 1 1 1 g, 1 1 0 yu
Q, 1 0 1 0
g, 1 0 1 1 _ _ Z I I {_ 9, 1 1 0 0 "‘

'
‘

Q, 1 1 0 1 g* 0 0 0 y,*
!z

°
1 1 Ye: '

!s 1 0 1 Ya: $(2a )
!* 1 1 0 Ya;

< Figure 2.2: Block Diagam of Parameter Design for 4 Control
Factors and 3 Noise Factors with 2 Levels >

< Step 4 > .
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Carry out the experiment, and for each setting Q for the control factors obtain (see section

II.2.3) a signal-to-noise (SN) ratio by using the n actual response values. Note that equation (2.3)

essentially says that in order to the expected loss, we have to control the quality charac-

teristic Ythroughboththemeanandthe variance. Therefore, intheparameterdesignweneedto

devise an objective measure which takes these two parameters into account. Taguchi called such

an objective measure an SN ratio. The SN ratio is a quantity whose maximization is equivalent

to minimization of the expected loss (2.3). We shall discuss the SN ratios in detail in section II.2.3.

< Step 5> -

Perform the standard ANOVA procedure using SN ratios as response values and estimate

the main effects for the control factors. Moreover, decompose the control factors Q into two groups

Q, and Q, in which Q is a subset of the control factors which have non-signiücant effects on the

SN ratio. We call the control factors in Q adjustment factors (Taguchi called them signal factors).

It is sometimes argued that we do not have to test the signiiicance ofcontrol factors in the ANOVA

procedure since we must identify the optimal level of each control factor whether it has a signilicant

effect on the SN ratio or not.

< Step 6>

For each control factor, End the level at which the SN ratio is maximized. lf the mean re-

sponse of the quality charateristic deviates from the target value at the combination of these iden-

tilied levels of the control factors, then make the mean response close to the target value by

manipulating the adjustrnent factors, and finally identify the optimal setting Q* = (Q,*, Q,*) of the

control factors, at which the SN ratio is maximized with the mean response of the quality charac-

teristic close to the target value. The ANOVA procedure using the mean of n values of quality

as a response may be helpful in identifying the most eilicient adjustment factor. If

such a supplementary ANOVA is conducted, then in the correction procedure ofthe mean response

we use an adjustrnent factor which has the most signiiicant effect on the mean. Note here that since

PARAMETER DESIGN I3



the adjustment factors have non·significant eüects on the SN ratio, we can manipulate the adjust·

ment factors without intluencing the SN ratio.

< Step 1 >

Conduct a new experiment to coniirm that the identitied optimal setting indeed improves the

SN ratio. If there is no improvement in the first parameter design procedure, then iterate the pro-

cedure using the optimal setting Q' identiiied in Step 6 as the setting of control factors in

Step2. Figure 2.3 summarizes the seven steps of the parameter design analysis in a block diagram.

IL2.3 SN Ratios

As we mentioned before, in the parameter design we analyze SN ratios whose maximization

is equivalent to minimization of the expected loss (2.3). The SN ratio estimates the eüects of the

noise factors on the quality characteristic. An eiiicient SN ratio takes advantage of the prior engi-

neering knowledge about the product, the loss function, and the property of the quality character-

Depending on the property of the target value, Taguchi suggested the following SN ratios.

(I) Nominal is the Best

Here the quality is continuous and the nominal target value, say 1- = 1,,, is

specified and the expected loss increases as Y deviates from Tg in either direction. For this case, we

have to control the variance and the bias simultaneously. Frequently the mean and the variance

arefunctionallydependentsothatasthemeandecreasesthevariancealsodecreasesandviceversa.

Insuchcases,wecannotminimizetirstthevarianceandnextreducethebiasbychangingthemean

to the target value. However, it may be possible to reduce the bias independently of the coeüicient

of variation . Therefore,.we first the SN ratio based on the coefficient variation, and

then reduce the bias by manipulating the adjustment factors.

For this case, Taguchi recommends the following SN ratio: ·
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ldentify quality
charateristie, cnntml
and noise factors.

Determine the levels
of control and noise factors.

Construct parameter design:

Inner array and Outer array.

I
Conduct the experiments

and estimate SN ratios.

· Perform ANOVA procedure,

decompose control factors.

Identify optimal setting

. 1*

Set setting NQ
R¢=¤lI•

ar
1•

satistying?

YES

< Figure 2.3: Block Diagrarn of Analysis of Parameter Design >PARAMETER DESIGN I5



2
„(Q) = 10 10; ) (2.4)

G

,where p and 6* are expected value and varianoe of Y, respectively, and the base of log is I0.

As an estimate of (2.4) at the i·th setting Q,, we use

S(Q)) - 10 log z= 1, 2, , m (2.5)

,where E and S? are the usual estimate of p and 6*, respectively.

(2) The Smaller the Better

Here the quality characteristic is a continuous, positive and the target value is zero. Then the

expected loss (2.3) turns out to be

R(Q) = kEK(y2) . (2.6)

Forthiscase,theSNratio atthe settingßis

»1(Q) =· -10 10s (E;g(v°)) · (17)

As a moment method estimate of (2.7) at the i·th setting Q,, we use in practice

R

1121*
S(Q,)==—l0log i=l,2, ...,m (2.8)

,whe1e m, n are the numbers of rows of the inner array and outer array, respectively.

(3) The Larger the Better
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This is the case ofa continuous quality characteristic which we want to be as large as possible.

If we take the reciprocal 1/Y, then we have the same situation as in the case of (2). The SN ratio

is defined as

„(Q) - -10 10;,0 (29)

In practice, we use the following estimate of (2.9).

" 1S(Ql)=-10 10; ;(E;)*1„, z- 1, 2, m. (2.10)

When the target value is equal to infinity (zero), it is impossible to fit the quality characteristic

exactly to the target value by manipulating adjustment factors in the parameter design.- Therefore,

for the cases of (2) and (3), there exist no adjustment factors in the true sense. But we can make

the mean response of the quality characteristic the largest (smallest) as possible.

When the nominal value of the target value is specified, Box (1988) discussed the SN ratio

(2.4), and showed that it was appropriate only when the standard deviation 6 and the mean 14 were

linked through a linear function. If 6 increasu proportionally with ßl', then the suitable SN ratio

is

u'»1(Q) = 10 log [(T)2]. (2.11)

As a special use, if 6 and 14 are functionally independent, Le. p = 0, then the suitable SN ratio is

•1(Q) = -10 log (62). (2.12)

Therefore, information on the extent of dcpendency between the mean and the variance is

necessary to devise the appropriate SN ratios. If they turn out to be dependent, Box (1988) sug-
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gested to transform the data to achieve independency. After transformation, we can then use the

SN ratio (2.12) for the transformed data.

Leon, et.aI. (1987), also discussed the SN ratio (2.4) liom the point of view of the transfer

function. They showed that if the transfer function is a particular multiplicative transfer model, i.e.

the transfer function is of the form

Q1),whereE(a(,EZ, Q,)) ¤ l and E(Y) = ¢(Q,, Q,) is a strictly monotone function of each component

ofQ, for each Q,, then the maximization process of the SN ratio (2.4) is equivalent to the minimi-

zation of expected loss (2.3).

However, for the additive transfer function

y
·

¢(Q;, Q1) + ¢(J£- Q;) (214)

,where E(e(1Z, Q,)) =¤ 0, they showed that (2.12) is the suitable SN ratio whose maximization is

equivalent to the minimization of (2.3).

H.3 Example of Parameter Design Analysis

As a simple example of a parameter design, Pignatiello and Ramberg (1985) used it in the

manufacturing process of leaf springs for trucks. An important quality characteristic ofa leaf spring

isthefreeheightofaspringintheunloadedcondition. Thetargetvaluehereis 8inches.

In this production process there are 4 control factors: (A) furnace temperature, (B) heating

time, (C) transfer time, and (D) hold·down time. They found that the quenching oil temperature,

which was too expensive to control, caused variation in the free height ofthe leaf spring. Thcrefore,
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Pignatiello and Ramberg chose the quenching oil temperature (O) as a noise factor. Table 2.1

shows the two levels of each factor studied in the experiment.

They used an orthogonal array of strength 3 with 8 runs for constructing the inner array (see

Table 2.2) and replicated each test run of the inner array three times at each level ofthe noise factor.

The free heißt data and corresponding SN ratios are given in Table 2.3. Since this orthogonal array

can estimate all the main effects and three 2-factor interactions under the assumption that 3-factor

and hißer order interactions are all negligible, they included 2·factor interactions AB, AC , and

BC. Since there are no degrees of freedom for error, they pooled two small sums of squares,

SS(A) and SS(AB) , to obtain an error sum of squares.

From the ANOVA procedure based on SN ratios (see Table 2.4), we can see that two factors

A and D are adjustment factors, and one interaction BC is signiticant at the a = 0.1 level. Since

estimated effects (see Table 2.5) of A and D are negative and positive, respectively, the SN ratio is

maximized at the levels A' and D*. For interacting factors, we can identify the optimal combination

of levels by evaluating the average SN ratio at four possible combinations of levels. Figure 2.4

shows that the average SN ratio is rnaximized at the combination (B", C'). Therefore, the SN

ratio is maximized at the setting 8 ¤ (A', B*, C-, D+) . Ifthe mean response ofthe free heißt

at this setting diifers from the target value of 8 inches, then we adjust the mean response by ma-

nipulating the factor A.
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'
< Table 2.1: Control and Noise Factors >

’

Levels
Letter Factor ' L°"'(°) Hißbl +)

_ A Furnace temperature
(‘F)

1840 1880
B ‘ ~ Bearing Time

A
(seconds) 25 23

C Transfer Time (seconds) 12 10
D Hold·down Time (seconds) 2 3i
O Quenching Ouil Temp. (°F) 130-150 150-170

< Table 2.2: Orthogonal Array with 8 Runs >

A B C D AB AC BC
_

il .
— — — "i ·—

+ + +
2 +

— —
+ — —

+ .

3 —
+

·—
+

—
+ "

4 + + — ·—
+

‘
. — •

°
5

- - + + + —
"

6 + —
+

— —
+ *

7 ·—
+ + — — * +

8 + + + + + + +
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< Table 2.3: Data and Summary Statistics >
-

u E

SN Ratio
•Test — _ ·run O- 0+ Y S,

l01og( Y/8)*

1 7.78 7.78 7.81 7.50 7.25 7.21 7.54 .09 28.00
2 8.15 8.18 7.88 7.88 7.88 7.44 7.90 .07 29.463_ 7.50 7.56 7.50 7.50 7.56 7.50 7.52 .001 i

47.70
4 7.59 7.56 7.75 7.63 7.75 7.56 7.64

I
-.01 38.68

5 7.94 8.00 7.88 7.32 7.44 7.44 7.67 .09 28.11
6 7.69 8.09 8.06 7.56 7.69 7.62 7.79 .05 30.59
7 7.56 7.62 7.44 7.18 7.18 7.25 7.37 .04 31.55
8 7.56 7.81 7.69 7.81 7.50 7.59 7.66 .02 35.31

. < Table 2.4: ANOVA Table for SN Ratio >

Source of
.SS df · F PVariation ·

A" .224 1 ”‘
- -_ 3 171_31 1

E ”x” ° ·31.80 .03
c 41.742 1 7-72 -11
0 ° 17.293 1 3-20 -21
AB' 10.585 1

-
‘

-°
Ac 231826 1 4.40 .17
BC 53.862 1 9-96 -09

Error 10.809 2

Tom] 319.342 7
·•

: SS(A), SS(Aß) are pooled to get the error sum of squa,-„_
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< Table 2.5: Estimated Main Effects of Control Factor: > · A

'
Control Factor; Estimated Effects

A ·- -.335
B 9.269
C -4.569
D 2.941

45
„

_ C‘

40' u
---- -„_ _ q

ss g C‘ W

30

25
B' B*

< Figure 2.4: Plot of BC Interaction Effect on SN Ratio > ‘

°
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H.4 Iniluence of Non·negligible Interaction Effects

As mentioned in section II.2, Taguchi used orthogonal arrays, in particular
OA’s

of strength

2, when constructing the arrays for the parameter design. As we mentioned in section 11.2.1, OA’s

of strength 2 enable us in general to investigate only main eüects under the assumption that all

interactions are negligible. Taguchi used OA’s since OA’s can accomodate a maximum number

of factors when all interactions are negligible (see Rao, 1946). However, in order to investigate

interaction eüects using OA’s, the number of experimental runs needed becomes unmanageably

large as the number of factors increases. For example, we need at least 64 experimental runs to

examine 2·factor interaction effects for a 2" factorial experiment. Moreover, in the parameter de-

sign, if we have 4 rows (treatment combinations) in the outer array, then we need at least

64 x 4 ¤ 256 experimental runs. In practical situations, it is not rare to encounter a situation in

which we have to include a large number of control factors (say 100) in the parameter design. But

the rationale ofusing OA’s is useful only when the interaction effects are all negligible. Ifthere exist

some influential interaction effects among the control factors, then the optimal settings in the pa-

rameter design can be misleading.

In the parameter design, there are two types of factors, control and noise factors. Therefore

there can be three types of interaction effects in the parameter design:

(1) interaction effects between control factors and noise factors;

(2) interaction eüects among the noise factors;

(3) interaction effects among the control factors.

Now we will discuss the influence of these interaction effects in more detail.

(1) Interaction effects between the control and noise factors are the basis of the parameter

design and necessary for the parameter design technique to be successful. If there exists interaction
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between the control and noise factors, then the effects of the noise factors are diüerent at different

setting of the control factors. Through the parameter design analysis, we can then End the optimal

setting at which the expected lossis(2)

In the parameter design, it is not important whether interaction eB“ects among the noise

factors exist or not. In the parameter design, we generate the response value Y at various setting

of the noise factors for each test setting Q of the control factors. Then we calculate SN ratios based

on these responses values. Consequently, all effects among the noise factors are accumulated in

calculating SN ratios.

(3) Suppose there exist some influential interactions among the control factors, then the

correctlinearmodelfortheparameterdesigncanbeexpressedas

E(S)=XlQ1+X2ßz (2.15)

,where S is a (m x I) vector of SN ratios

Q, is a vector of the overall mean and main effects of the control factors

Q, is a vector of influential interaction eäects among the control factors

AQ and AQ are corresponding model matrices.

Note here that in the parameter design, we include all the main effects in the model whether

they are negligible or not. This is because in the parameter design our final goal is to find the op-

timal setting of each control factor, not to evaluate the model.

In the usual parameter design, Q, is assumed to be zero. Under the assumption that the error

term is distributed independently and identically and this assumption, the BLUE of Q, is given by

(2-16)

Ifthe correct model is (2.15), then
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A

E(ß1)= E1'? All; • (2-17)

where A = (X',AQ)·‘X',AQ is the alias matrix.

Consequently, there is bias in estimating Q, with the exact amount of bias depending on AQ and

unknown Jg , and Q,.

However, equation (2.17) reveals that the bias will be identically zero if and only if the col-

umns of AQ are orthogonal to the co1umns‘of AQ, that is, X',X, == Q . This condition is equivalent

to requiring that in the parameter design, the orthogonal array used for the inner array be one or

more copies ofa minimal complete factorial design. This, in general, is very ineliicient and costly.

We note here that in the parameter design one of the most important considerations is to

estimate the main effects of the control factors accurately. ln order to get accurate estimates with

small bias , the inllucntial interactions should be included in the parameter design. Moreover, the

main effect plan is liable to jvc misleading optimal setting of the control factors in the presence

of influential interactions among the control factors for the following reasons:

(i) When there exists interaction between a signilicant control factor and an adjustment fac-

tor, the final setting Q' may not be optimal since we manipulate the adjustment factor. In other

words, if the adjustment factor interact with a signiücant control factor, then the adjustment pro-

cedure of the mean response cannot be done without influencing the SN ratio (See Hunter, 1985).

(ii) The ANOVA results of main eüect plan are not reliable in the presence of interactions

among the control factors.

(iii) For the interacting control factors, the identiüed levels in the main effect plan may not

be optimal since the effect due to one factor is iniluenced by the settings of the other factors.
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Therefore, in order for the parameter design technique to be successful, the influential inter-

action effects among control factors should be detected and accounted for properly.
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Chapter III

DETECTING INTERACTIONS IN 2—LEVEL

FACTORIAL PARAMETER DESIGNS

New designs which can be used as an inner array for a 2* factorial parameter design are de·

veloped in this chapter. These designs are intended to detect 2·factor interactions among the con·

trol factors with a minimum number of experimental runs. More speciücally,

(i) the construction of new designs which allow detection and estimation of intluential 2·factor

interactions is developed assuming that 3-factor and higher order interactions are all negligible;

(ii) optimality criteria for the new designs ar·e discussed;

(iii) we will discuss detection procedunes for influential 2·factor interactions and introduce new de- _

tection procedures;

(iv) the analysis of the new 2* factorial parameter design is discussed taking iniluential 2·factor

interactions into account.
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HI.1 2-Level Factorial Designs

A 2* factorial design is an experiment which involves t factors, each having two levels. In a.

2* factorial design, a treatment combination is denoted by a (t x 1) vector ,;' = (x,, ..., x,) with ele-

ments x, hom the Galois üeld of order 2, GF(2), where 0 and l of GF(2) represent the 2 levels of

each factor. There is an one·to-one correspondence between 2* treatment combinations and 2*

points (t-tuples over GF(2)) in the finite Euclidean geometry of order t,EG(t,2). For a 2* factorial

experiment we express each main effect and interaction as

1¤7¤F;¤..11· (3.1)

F
with a, ¤ 0, or l and FP • l , E ¤ E and we ignore all unity elements in this expression. For short

we write (3.1) as EI where gf =¤ (61,, (1,, ..., a,) is called a deüning vector. If all a, = 0, then (3.1) is

written as n, the overall mean of the experiment. For example, ifall a, = 0 except i= 1, then (3.1)

reducestoli whichrepresentsthemainetl“ectoffactor1‘], andifal1a,= Oexcepti == la.nd2,then

(3.1) represent the interaction effect Iii}.

For a 2* factorial design, one degree of freedom is associated with each main effect and inter-

action and it is represented geometrically by a contrast of the 2 subsets generated by the pencil in

_ the EG(t,2). That is, for an effect E- = F}‘¤P}¤...I·)‘·, the one degree of freedom can be represented

by a contrast of 2 sets of treatment combinations generated by the pencil

”
ra'; == F

i.e. 6:,::, = i (mod 2)
(12)

:= 0 or 1 .

Andtheeii“ectE¤canbeexpressedas

E¤=(-1)‘“¤.(1sg- 1;;*) , (3.3) ~
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where Ep, i = 0,1 are the true effects at level i of El defined by

Ef ¤ (true mean response of treatment combinations satisfying gg'; = i) — p .

Now, we can infer from (3.3) that if in F}¤F}2...I*}· the sum ia, is odd, then all treatment combi-
I-!

nations with éags, odd, i.e. g'; = 1 (mod 2), enter positively in estimating F{2F}*2...I·}• and those
I-I

with iapc, even, i.e. g'; = 0 mod(2), enter negatively. lf on the other hand ia, is even, then all
I-! I-!

treatment combinations satisfying g’;== 0 (mod 2) enter positively, and those satisfying g'; = l

mod(2) enter negatively. ·

For a 2* factorial design whereall possible treatment combinations are taken, we can estimate

all main effects and interactions. As the number of factors in a 2* factorial design increases, the

number of treatment combinations for a completely replicated design rapidly increases so that the

experiment outgrows the resources in most cases. If the experimenter can reasonably assume that

certain higher·order interactions are negligible, then information on the main effects and the

lower·order interactions can be obtained by taking only a suitably chosen fraction of treatment

combinations of the completely replicated factorial experiment. These fractional factorial designs

are widely used in many industrial experiments.

From fiactional factorial designs, we cannot estimate all main effects and interactions since

the number of treatment combinations in the fractional factorial designs is less than the degrees of

freedom associated with all the main effects and interactions. .

< Definition 3.1 >

A fractional factorial design is said to be saturated, if the number of treatment combinations

in the design is equal to the degrees of freedom associated with the effects to be estimated.

The estimability of eüects can be used as a basis for classifying fractional factorial designs.

Following the terminology introduced by Box and Hunter (1961) we define the 'reso1ution' of de-
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< Definition 3.2>

A fractional design is said to be of resolution r if all interactions up to k factors are estimable,

where k is the greatest integer less than r/2, under the assumption that all interactions of order

r — k and higher are negligible.

This definition establishes the resolution of a design in terms of estimability. In particular,

1. A resolution III design is one where all main effects are estimable under the as-

sumption that 2·factor and higher order interactions are all negligible.

2. A resolution IV design is one where all main eüccts are estimable in the presence of

2·factor interactions which may or may not be negligible, under the assumption that

3·factor and higher order interactions are all negligible.

3. A resolution V design is one where all main eüects and 2·factor interactions are

estimable under the assumption that 3·factor and higher order interactions are all

negligible.

Using the usual notation, we can write the model equation for a 2* factorial design which is

either a complete factorial design or fractional factorial design,

EQ) = XE
-

(3-4)

where g is a vector of responses associated with treatment combinations in the design and Q is a

vector of parameters (eüects), and X is a model matrix.

We can construct the model matrix X in the following way: The first column ofX is a vector

with every element one corresponding to the overall mean p and the column of X which corre-

sponds to effect F}¤Ii}¤...F}• has elements I or ·l, according as the treatment combination enters,

respectively, positively or negatively in the estimation of the effect.

< Example 3.1 >
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Consider a 2* fractional factorial design where we take only 4 treatment combinations

(0,0,0) (1,1,0) (1,0,1) (0,1,1).

lf the parameter vector E includes overall mean and all main effects and interactions, then we can

¢KP!¢**

Y(o'0_°) 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1

E Y(l_m) = 1 l 1 -1 l -1 -1 -1
Q I (3.5)

Yam) 1 l -1 l -1 1 -1 -1 g
Y(°_,_,) 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 .

where Q' ··
(p,I·],P},F},F}P},F}F§,F,I~§,IiF,F,) and Y,„l_,,2_ ,,1, denotes the response corresponding

to the treatment combinations (x,, 2:,, x,). From this example we can see that each column associ-

ated with an interaction eßect in the model matrix can be obtained simply by componentwise

multiplication ofcolumns corresponding to the main eüects involved in the interaction.

A 2* factorial parameter design is essentially the same as the usual 2* factorial design as far as

the structure is concemed except that in the parameter design an appropriate outer array is com-

bined with each test setting (treatment combination of t control factors) ofa 2* factorial design and

theresponsetobeanalyzedisanSNratio.

For a 2* factorial parameter design, each noise factor can have any number of levels which is

not necessarily the same for each noise factor. As we discussed in the previous chapter, in the pa-

rameter design analysis we can use any design as an outer array, for example an orthogonal array,

providedthatthetest settingsofsuchadesigrrcancoverthe possible range ofallnoisefactors and

the number of runs is small. Therefore, in this thesis we assume that an appropriate outer array is

combined with each treatment combination of an inner array so that a reasonable SN ratio is ob-

served. A 2* factorial parameter design is particularly useful as a factor screening design in the early

stages of the parameter design analysis, when there are likely many control factors to be investi-

gated.
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IH.2 Construction of Designs for Inner Arrays

Consider a 2* factorial parameter design in the partitioned form

E(S) = X,Q, + X,Q, (3.6)

with C0v(S) =¤ 6*1 where S is a vector of observed SN ratios

Q, is a vector of the overall mean and main effects of control factors

Q, is a vector of interaction effects among the control factors, and

AQ and A', are corresponding model matrices whose elements are 1 or -1.

Then in the parameter design analysis, we want to estimate all elements of Q, and k non-negligible

elements ofQ, and also we want to find k, a number of non·neg1igib1e interactions. If we identify

k, then for a given design Tof an inner array, we have the following family D,ofcompeting models,

E(S1·) G D1·= {Xißi + X2•Z2 *12 G P2(E2)} (3-7)

,where S, is a vector of observed SN ratios for the inner array T

X, is (k x 1) vector of non·neg1igib1e elements of Q,

P,(Q,) is the set of all subsets ofQ, with cardinality k
l

AQ' is a sub·matrix of AQ corresponding to X, , and

AQ Q,, and Q, are defined in (3.6).

We assume that in this thesis Q, contains only 2·factor interactions, that is, 3·factor and

higher order interactions are assumed to be all negligible. It is a well known fact that in practical

experiments the higher order interactions tend to be negligible and the most important interactions

to be investigated are 2·factor interactions (Daniel, 1973). Moreover, in the parameter design

analysis, if the higher order interactions are present, then the situation where all control factors have

an influence on the SN ratio may occur easily, so that no adjustment factors exist. If there is no
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adjustment factor, we cannot adjust the mean response of a quality characteristic to the target value

when such adjustment is necessary. Therefore, the assumption of a 2-factor interaction model has

a plausible rationale in the context of parameter design analysis.

The theory and methodology for constructing designs which make it possible to draw some

inferences about non·negligible interactions were ürst introduced in the form of 'search design' by

Srivastava (1975) and then extended by Srivastava and Ghosh (1976, 1977) and Srivastava and

Gupta (1979), and Ghosh (1981) for 2* factorial designs for some range of t. Most of the

workaboutsearch designs assumes that the number of iniluential effects is known, in particular k= 1 or

2. Moreover, it is assumed that there is no experimental error, i.e. 6* = 0 in (3.6). Recently, Ghosh

(1987) developed a search procedure for the noisy case where 6* > 0 .

ln the parameter design analysis, the most important consideration is that the analysis should

be cost-effective (Taguchi and Wu, 1980). That is, we should identify the optimal setting of the

control factors with a minimum cost. In some practical situations, experimental runs (treatment

combinations) may be diüicult to make or expensive to apply. Moreover, in the parameter design

analysis, if there are m rows (treatment combinations of control factors) in the inner array, then

we need a total of m x n experimental runs, where rn is the number of rows (test settings of noise

factors) of the outer array. Therefore, for constructing designs which will be used as an inner array

we shall develop designs with a minimum number of treatment combinations. We shall now de-

velop designs which allow us to detect any number of non·negligible 2-factor interactions in the

model (3.6). The detection procedures for the correct model in (3.7) will be developed in section

III.4. Before we embark on the construction of the inner array, we shall present some deiinitions.

< Definition 3.3: (Srivßtava, 1965) >

A fractional factorial design is called a balanced design if the variance·covariance matrix of

estimates is invariant under any permutation of the factor symbols.
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As an example, for a 2* fractional factorial design ofresolution V, the balancedness means that

for any distinct set of 4 integers i,j,k, and l chosen from {1,2,...,t}, the quantities

md
Cav(F:I·}, F:E) are independent of the subscripts i,j,k, and l, where [1, Ii], F:F} denote the estimates

of the overall mean, efect of factor E , and interaction effect between factor E and F} , respectively.

russ wc hm, ag, Var(F,) - Var(F,), Cov(F]l1‘,,I·';I·',) = cm·(r3h,1·;i¤,) , eu. bu: um smssamy
CM.1.) VM) = QM?.) md c«Mh.1§A) = c«Mh. F;F•)• ec-

<De|Initio¤ 3.4: ( Chakravarti, 1956) >

A (1 x m) array (matrix) where each column represents a treatment combination of 1 factors

eachwithslevelsiscalledapartiallybalancedarr·ay(PBA) ofstrength dif, withrespectto anyd

of the 1 rows (factors), the treatment oombinations (1,, 1,, ...,1,) occurs 1(1,, 1,, ...,1,) times, where

1(I,, 1,, 1,, ...,1,) remains the same for all permutations of a given set (1,, 1,, ...,1,). The set ofall such

numbers, as 1,, 1,, ..., I, runs over all .r* treatment combinations is called the set of index numbers of

the array, or simply index set and is denoted by A . And we denote the array by PBA(m,1,.r,d:A).

It is customary to denote 1(i,, 1,, ...,1,) in a partially balanced array with 2 symbols (levels) in

whichtwosymbolscodedby0and1,by1,wherewisequaltothenumbersofonesin

(1,, 1,, ...,1,). w is called the weight of (1,, 1,, ...,1,) and the index set A is completely specified by

A
-

(1,, 1,, ..., 1,) in this case.

From this definition we can easily see that a PBA(m,1,.r,d,:A,) is also a PBA(m,1,.r,d,:A,)

where 4 2 4, A, • (1,, 1,, ..., 1,I) and A, = (1,, 1,, ..., 1,2) and a partially balanced array reduces to

an orthogonal array when all index numbers are equal. Therefore, it can be said that a partially

balancedarrayisageneralizedonhogonalarrayinacertainsense.

It can be shown (Srivastava, 1965) that a balanced 2* fractional factorial design of resolution

V is identical to a partially balanced array of strength 4 with 2 symbols, i.e. PBA(m,1,2,4:A) . Using

this result and the algebraic structure of a partially balanced array, Srivastava and Chopra (1971a),
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and Chopra and Srivastava (1973a, 1973b, 1974, 1975) and Chopra (1975a, 1975b, 1977a, 1977b,

1979, 1983) tabulated some optimal 2* balanced fr·actional factorial designs of resolution V having

minimum value for the trace of the variance-covariance matrix of the cstimates. But they listed the

designs only for 4 S t S 10 and some range ofnumber of treatment combinations m for each t.

Now, for any number of factors t we can construct the following saturated 2* fractional fac-

torial designs of resolution V.

< Pmposition 3.1 >

Consider a 2* factorial experiment for t 2 4, where the treatment combinations are denoted

by (x,,x,, ...,x,) with x, ¤ 0 or 1 (i = 1,2, , t). 'l'he following eight designs indexed by (.:,, .:2, s,)

z
7}% ,.a_ ,.9 = {(x,, x2, , x,) I Ex)? .:,,0r .:2, or .:2} , (3.9)

where si = 0 or t
.:2 = 1 or t- 1
.:2 = 2 or t- 2

are minimal (saturated) balanced 2* fractional factorial designs of resolution V.

< PROOF>

Since a balanced 2* fractional factorial design of resolution V is identical with a PBA of

strength 4, we shall first show that each design T,,,_,,_,9 is a PBA ofstrength 4.

Consider any design T„,_ ,,_ ,9 written in matrix form in which each treatment combination is

represented by a column. Then T,,,_ ,9,9 is a (t x m) matrix consisting of columns with exactly

.:, l’s, columns with exactly .:2 l’s, and columns with exactly .:2 l’s, Le. m = 1+ t+ .
Therefore, the design T,,,_,9 ,9 is a PBA of strength t (full strength). Since a PBA of strength d, is

also a PBA ofstrength Q S d,, we can conclude that the design T,,,•,,_,9 is a PBA of strength 4.

Moreover, for any submatrix consisting of 4 rows of T,,,_,,_ ,9, we can see that the number of
columns in the submatrix that contain q 1's will be y,,where
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1
r t - r

V•1=(4)Z (9*4)*
jul

Consequently, T,,,_ ,3 ,3, is a PBA(m, t, 2, 4: A) , where

3 z — 4 3 z - 4
jl] ju]

3 z- 4 3 z- 4 3 z -*2*2 (,-2)· *3*2: (,-1)°°djnl1-1 jnl

Moreover, since the minimum number of treatment combinations for a 2* factorial exper·

iment of resolution V is m = 1 + t+ (D, it follows that the design 7],33,3,,3, is a saturated balanced

design of resolution V.

Q.E.D.

To construct, for example, the design indexed by (0,1,2), we simply take one treatment

combination in which all levels are 0’s and t different treatment combinations in which any one

level is 1, and t(t·l)/2 diüerent treatment combinations in which any two levels are
1’s.

And for

construction the design indexed by (t,t·l,t-2), we take one treatment combination, each level being

1 and t different treatment combinations in which any one level is 0, and t(t- 1)/2 different treatment

combinations in which any two levels are 0’s.

< Example 3.2 >

(i) For t- 5, T(„_,_,, is given as
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0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 0 .

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 _ 0 0 I 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 0 1 1

(ii) For :¤6, 7}%,, is given as

1 l 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 l 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 0
•

1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 1 1

(iii) For := 6, 7}%,, is given as design of resolution V indcxed by (0,: - 1,:- 2) is

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 l l I 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 l l 1

0 1 l 0 l 1 1 l 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 l 0 0 0 1 l 1

0 1 l 1 0 l 1 1 1 0 l l 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 ·

0 l 1 1 1 0 I 1 1 1 0 1 1 l 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 I l 0 1 l 0 1 0 0

This designis the dual one of 7}%,, in the sense that eachtreatment level 1 in 7}%,, changesto 0,

and every 0 changes to 1.
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These designs, as Srivastava and Chopra (197la) said, possess the same kind of advantage

over an unbalanced one, as a balanced incomplete block design does over an unbalanced or partially

balanced incomplete block design. These balanced designs also lead to ease in the analysis, inter-

pretation or usage of results since the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates has some even

structure. For example, we can estimate all the main effects with the same precision and all the

2·factor interactions with the same precision. But the two variances are not necessarily equal.

Therefore, these balanced fiactional factorial designs of resolution V are now proposed to be used

as an inner array in a 2* factorial parameter design in which 2-factor interactions of control factors

should be investigated. Next, we shall consider some optimality criteria for selecting a proper design

among the eight possible balanced fractional factorial designs of resolution V.

HI.3 Optimality Criteria for Proposed Designs

Under the general linear model

EQ) = XE
_

2 (3.10)with VGIQ) ¤ 6 L

if the parameter vector Q is estimable then the best linear unbiased estimator and its variance-

covariance matrix are

3- <¤~<>"»z~ A 2 -1 (3.11)
Var(Q) = 6 (X'X) .

The matrix (X'X) is called the information matrix of the design and this information matrix

depends on the design T. It is natural to choose a design T which produces the inverse matrix of

the information matrix as small as possible in some sense. The most common measures of the size

of (X'X)*' have generated the following three measures of a design’s goodness (Kiefer, 1959).
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< Definition 3.5>

(i) A design T is called D-optimal (determinant optimal) if the determinant of the matrix (X'X)"

is for design T.

(ii) A design T is called an E·optimal (eigenvalue optimal) if the largest eigenvalue of (X'X)" is

for design T .

(iii) A design Tis called an A-optimal (average optimal) if the trace value of (X'X)'*isfor

design T .

Choosing a design T so as to I(X'X)"l is equivalent to minimizing the volume

of the region within which the true parameter points may lie with a certain probability, and the

E-optimality criterion corresponds to a minimax criterion since this criterion the maxi-

mum possible variance of any linear function of parameters. The trace of (X'X)·' is proportional

totheaveragevarianceofallparameters.

Srivastava and Chopra (197lb) studied the characteristic polynomial of the variance-

covariance matrix V which is the inverse of information matrix for a balanced 2* fractional factorial

design of resolution V, i.e. PBA(m,t,2,4:A) and obtained the following characteristic polynomial as

a function of index numbers A = (1,, 1,, 1,, 1,, 1,).

I V- 61I - (c,63 - ¢,6“ - C,6 -1)(c,62 — c,6 + 1)P(c,6 - 1)* , (3.12)

where
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p == I —l_
I(I · 3)

F7"
.. 1 2 .. 2 -cl = al

—·£(% ag + (3I- S)a%a; + ala;
— l 3 — 8 — l — 2 — 3 zlalag

- 1 — 2 2
- ala} — Z(I — l)(I — Z)ala;a4 + Ztaäa;

— 2 - 3— aäa; + I(I — l)(I — Z)a;a;a4

- 1 2 - s - 1 - 2 2

+ Z(3I — S)ala; + (I — Z)(I — 3)ala5 — Z(I — l)(I - Z)a;a4

+
(1 — 1)(1 - 2)(1 — 3)
"""T G3Gs

1,,-2., +(3t—5)a;+ 1.,
Q = (% — ‘3)(“1 — (I — 3)% + (I - 4)%) — (I - 2)(% — ¤4)°
°s“‘2°‘1+(¢•$)¤2‘(‘*3)¤s
cg = al — Za; + as

and where the a,’s are given in terms of the 1, 's as follows:

al ¤,10+41l +61;+41;+14
42 * (14 "' 40) + 2(Ä2 ‘ 41)
G3 * 14 ' 212 + 10

**4*** (A4" 40) • 2(42 ' 11)
a;=),o-41l +61;-41;+14 .

From (3.12) we can see that the variance-oovariance matrix VT for a design T will not have

more than six distinct roots. bet us denote these roots by 6,, 6,, 6, for the cubic

equation

3 2cl6 “ * C3ö “ 1 =

0thenthe following relationships hold ‘
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. 6l"l"62+63=O2/C]
3.14

61'62°63=l/cl
( )

and for two roots 6,, 6, for the quadratic equation

c,62—c,6+1=0 (3.15)

we also have

3.166, . 6, = l/c, . ( )

Thus, we can express the three optimality criteria for the designs in (3.9) as

WT! =(6r-61•ö;)(ö«•ös)("‘)(ö6>'“'°”° (3 (33
= <1/6,><1/·=.>""’<1/¢·„.>""’”’

¢(: — 3)
trace(V,-)= 6,+ 62 +6, + (z- l)(6,+ 6,) +-1-6,

(3.18)¢s ¥(¢ — 3) 1-6;/¢1+(¢— 1) ,4 + 2
•

16 1;

mßßmllm 62, 63, 64, 65,

66)Srivastavaand Chopra (1971b) argue that since V, has only six possible distinct eigenvalues

- 3
with multiplicities 1,1,1,:- 1,:- 1 and even though the value of : is large, the maximum

eigenvalue criterion may not jvc a good overall view ofthe variance·covariance matrix V,. Neithcr

is the determinant criterion suitable for choosing the optimal design among the eight possible pro-

posed designs, since I V,-I could be small when variances ofeach effect are small and (or) when the

correlations between etfects are large. lf the correlations between two etfects are large in a 2* fac-

torialdesign,itcanbesaidthatsuchtwo eüectsarcconfoundcd witheachotherinasense(

Srivastava, 1965). Morcover, the calculation of the determinants of variance·covariance matrix for

the eight possible proposed designs for each t shows that the determinants become very small as :
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increases. Even when :
-

4, for example, the largest and smallest determinants are 2.32831 x l0·*°

and 2.58701 x
10·“,

respectively, and the difference between these two values is negligible. Thus,

the E-optimality and D·optimality criteria are not appropriate for selecting the optimal design

among the 8 possible designs.

Table 3.1 gives the trace value of variance·oovariance matrix V, and an index set for each

minimal balanced fractional factorial designs ofresolution V for 4 S t S 15. From Table 3.1 we can

see the following:

1. The designs indexed by (:,1,: — 2) and (0,:- 1,2) have the smallest value for :r(V,);

2. The designs indexed by (:,1,2) and (0,:- 1,: — 2) have the same value for :r(V,);

3. The designs indexed by (0,1,2) and (:,: —· 1,:- 2) have the largest value for :r(V,).

lt should be noted here that an optimality criterion such as the minimum value of :r(V,) is

not a real restriction in the parameter design analysis. The more important properties are that the

design should be oost·e1l’ective and also balanced since unbalanced designs lead us neither to reliable

analysis nor to solid interpretation of results.

In practice, some treatment combinations cost less than other treatment oombinations. And

for some factors the lower level is easier to apply than the higher, or vice versa. Therefore, in

practical parameter design analyses, one design with a reasonable value for :r(V,) can be selected

out of these eight designs by using, in addition to statistical considerations, cost considerations and

engineering convenience. If the cost and other considerations are not diüerent among the designs,

then we choose the design with the smallest value for 0(V,) as an inner array of the parameter de-

sign. For example, for : = 6, we can choose either design indexed by (:,1,: — 1) or (0,: - 1,2) since

both have the smallest traoe value 1.152. For an outer array, we can use any design provided that

the design has a small number of runs and the test settings of such a design can cover the possible

range of all noise factors. An orthogonal array may be suitable for these purposes.
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< Table 3.l > Index Set and Trace of Variance·covariance Matrix for Minimal Balanced Fractional
Factoxial Designs of Resolution V, 45:515.

1 2 301 t·2) t 1 t-2 t t-1 2
4 A (1.1.1.0.0) (0.1.1.0.1) (0.0.1.1.1) (1.0.1.1.0)tr(v) 4.375 1.486 4.375 1.486

A (2,1,1,1,0) (1,1,1,1,1) (0,1,1,1,2) (1,1,1,1,1)tr(v) 1.764 1.000 1.764 1.000
A (3,1,1,2,1) (2,1,1,2,2) _(1,2,1,1,3) (2,2,1,1,2)tr(v) 1.625 1.152 1.625 •

1.152
7 A · (4,1,1,3,3) (3,1,1,3,4) (3,3,1,1,4) (4,3,1,1,3)tr(v) 2.024 1.486 2.024 1.486

A (5,1,1,4,6) (4,1,1,4,7) (6,4,1,1,5) (7,4,1,1,4)tr(v) 2.719 1.942 2.719 1.942
A (6,1,1,5,10) (5,1,1,5,11) (10,5,1,1,6) (11,5,1,1,5)tr(v) 3.648 2.504 3.648 2.504
A (7,1,1,6,15) (6,1,1,6,16) (15,6,1,1,7) (16,6,1,1,6)tr(v) 4.788 3.165 4.788 3.165
^

(8|1|1|7|21)
(7|1|1|7|22) (21|7l1|1!8)

(22I701|197)tr(v) 6.130 3.924 6.130 3.924
12

A (9,1,1,2,28) (8,1,1,8,29) (28,8,1,1,9) · (29,8,1,1,8)tr(v) 7.667 4.778 7.667 4.778
A (10,1,1,9,36) (9,1,1,9,37) (36,9,1,1,10) (37,9,1,1,9)tr(v) 9.398 ' 5.727 9.398 5.727

14 A (11,1,1,10,45) (10,1,1,10,46) (45,10,1,1,11) (46,10,1,1,10)tr(v) 11.320 6.771 11.320 6.771
A (12,1,1,11,55) (11,1,1,11,56) (55,11,1,1,12) (56,11,1,1,11)tr(v) 13.433 7.909 13.433 7.909
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< Table 3.2 > Index Set and Trace ofVariance·covariance Matrix for Minimal Balanced Fractional
Factoxial Designs of Resolution V, 4 S t S 15 .

t 1 2 0 t-1 t·2 t t·1 t·2
^

(oflllloil) (llllllobo) (liollflbo) (ODOIIIIDI)tr(v) 1.486 4.375 1.486 4.375
A (1,2,1,0,1) (2,2,1,0,0) (1,0,1,2,1) (0,0,1,2,2)· tr(v) 2.597 10.375 2.597 10.375
A (3,3,1,0,1) (4,3,1,0,0) (1,0,1,3,3) (0,0,1,3,4)tr(v) 4.885 21.625 4.885 21.625

7 A- (6,4,1,0,1) (7,4,1,0,0) (1,0,1,4,6) (0,0,1,4,7)tr(v) 8.649 40.375 8.649 40.375
A (10,5,1,0,1) (11,5,1,0,0) _(1,0,1,5,10) (0,0,1,5,11)tr(v) 14.244 69.250 14.244 - 69.250
A (15,6,1,0,1) (16,6,1,0,0) (1,0,1,6,15) (0,0,1,6,16)tr(v) 22.036 111.250 22.036 111.250
A (21,7,1,0,1) (22,7,1,0,0) (1,0,1,7,21) (0,0,1,7,22)tr(v) 32.397 169.750 32.397 169.750

11
A (28,8,1,0,1) (29,8,1,0,0) (1,0,1,8,28) (0,0,1,8,29)tr(v) 45.698 248.500 45.698 248.500
A (36,9,1,0,1) (37,9,1,0,0) (1,0,1,9,36) (0,0,1,9,37)tr(v) 62.314 351.625 62.314 351.625
A (4$,10,1,0,1) (46,10,1,0,0) (1,0,1,10,45) (0,0,1,10,46)tr(v) 82.620 483.625 82.620 483.625
A (55,11,1,0,1) ($6,11,1,0,0) (1,0,1,11,55) (0,0,1,11,56)tr(v) 106.989 649.375 106.989 649.375
A (66,12,1,0,1) (67,12,1,0,0) (1,0,1,12,66) (0,0,1,12,67)tr(v) 135.797 854.125 135.787 854.125
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III.4 Analysis of Proposed Designs

By the general theory of linear models for a 2* factorial experiment(l-linkelrr1ann,l985), we can

obtain the sum of squares due to each effect E (here we omit the delining vector gg) for the proposed

designs

^ 2

6

A 2 (3.20)_ (E)
(X'X)§‘

,where (X'X);‘ denotes the element of (X'X)" for the estimatedeffectlt

is well known that under the null hypothesis H„: the effect E is negligible, and the norrnality
SS

assumption of error terms, Tg)- has the central x* distribution with l degree of freedom. lf we

know 6* or have an independent estimate of 6*, then we can proceed with the test procedure using

the usual x* statistic or Fstatistic, respectively. For most practical experiments, however, we don’t

how 6* nor do we have a prior estimate of 6*, so that we have to estimate 6* from the experiment.

But, since the proposed designs are saturated, we cannot obtain the estimate of 6* simply by fol-

lowing the usual ANOVA procedure.

For analyzing a saturated design, some statistical methods including informal methods have

been developed. We shall discuss and modify some methods and propose other methods for ana-

lyzing the proposed balanced fractional factorial parameter design of resolution V. a
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_ 111.4.1 Pooliug Method

For a saturated design, Taguchi and Wu (1981) suggested obtaining the error sum of squares

simply by pooling the sums of squares for the effects that are small. For example, each sum of

squares less than 5% of the total variation may be pooled together for an error sum of squares.

Following Taguchi and Wu, some authors (eg, Pignatiello and Ramberg (1985), and Quinlan

(1985)) used the pooling method in some experiments of the parameter design.

However, it is a well known fact that extreme bias can be induced by this kind of pooling of

sums of squares. A simulation study of Box (1988) showed that such a pooling method may lead

to unreasonable conclusions. Moreover, this pooling method can be criticized to be too subjective

in deterrnining the effects to be pooled.

111.4.2 Nomtal Probability Plot Method

For a 2* factorial design, or a regular fractional 2*** factorial design where we take a

(l/2)*, r< t fraction of all treatment combinations, all estimated effects can be expressed as linear

combinations of the data and they are mutually independent since such designs are orthogonal.

Therefore, if the data are normally and independently distributed then the estimates of effects are

normally distributed independently and identically with mean 0 and some variance under the as-

sumption that there is no iniluential eüect. For detecing intluential eüects, based on this fact,

Daniel (1959) suggested a method of plotting the estimated effects on normal probability paper.

For the proposed designs, we have an irregular fraction of treatment combinations so that the

main effects and 2·factor interactions are estimated with different variances. Moreover, estimated

effects are not independent of each other. However, since the proposed designs are balanced, all

2-factor interactions are estimated with the same variance. We an also expect that the covariances

between any two estimated interactiorns are very small, since the proposed designs are based on the
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partially balanced array which is a generalized orthogonal array. For designs based on an

orthogonal array, any two estimated eüects have covariances equal to zero.

The calculation of the variance-covariance matrix of the optimal proposed designs indexed

by (t,l,t— 2) and (0,t- 2,2) in Table 3.1 reveals that

(i) for t = 4, Var(F;I·]) == 0.13896*, Cov(F,7·}, FÄ) = 0.013896*, laß k, and

Cov(F,T},F,:I·])--0.04816*, iaßjaékaßl , so that the covariances are about 1/10 and 1/3 , re-

spectively of Va1(F:I~]) in magnitude;

(ii) for t ~
5, the designs are orthogonal arrays so that the covariances are zero;

(aaa) {Of := 6, 0.062226, 1*,}*,) = -o.00;m66,
md0.00361116*so that covariances are less than 1/10 ofvariance in magnitude;

(iv) for t > 6, covariances are less than 1/10 of the variance in magnitude, especially

COV(F&';, 1*§1;) as man 66:::66:66 :6 Cov(F:F}, 1*,},). .

Therefore, assuming that the estimates of2-factor interactions are approximately independent,

we can develop the following plotting method to detect inlluential 2-factor interactions.

Arrange the absolute values of the estimates of the interactions in ascending order, ·
and plot thej— th of these ordered values against the adjusted

-··•
pirical cumulative probabilities

, j= 1,2,..., 3%-9- (3.21)

on normal probability paper (or half-normal probability paper). Then the interactions that are

negligible will tend to fall along a straight line on this plot, while signilicant interactions will be far

from the line. The negligible interactions then can be combined to form an error sum of squares

which is used to test the signilicance of the main effect of each control factor, if such a test proce-

dure is necessary.
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As Daniel (1959) pointed out, however, if there is a considerable number of non-negligible

effects, then the norma1·probability plot may show some irregular pattern so that drawing a true

straight line on which the non-negligible effects lie may be diilicult.

11].4.3 Stepwise Method

In determining the unknown number k of influential 2-factor interactions and the k inlluential

2-factor interaction eßects themselves, we propose the following stepwise prowdure:

< Step 1 >

Calculate the sum of squares due to error (SSE), S} for the main effect model,

=
X‘él•<

Step 2 >

Calculate q SSE’s for the models which include the main effects and only one 2-factor inter-

action, where q ¤ it;-2 , that is, fit the model

E(§1·) = LQ, +
L,y,_ i= l,2,...,q, (3.23)

where y, is an any 2-factor interaction effect of E, and L is the corresponding model vector, and

obtain the error sum ofsquares SSE, . Then choose the smallest SSE, say SSE,. a S}, among these

q SSE’s.

< Step 3 >

Using the following test statistic
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sz — sz - - 2
Fl = (3_24)$1

where m =¤ l + t +5%

test the null hypothesis that no intluential 2·factor interaction exists. Note that the alternative hy-

pothesis is that there exists only one non·neg1igible 2·factor interaction. lt is well known (e.g.

Draper and Smith, 1981) that the test statistic Ii has a central F distribution with (1, m- t- 2)

degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis and normality assumption of error terms. lf we fail

to rcject the null hypothesis, then we conclude that there is no inlluential 2·factor interaction eüect.

Ifwerejectthenul1hypothesis,thengoto step4.

< Step 4>

Repeating Step 1-3, test the null hypothesis that y,. is the only non·negligible interaction eifect

using the alternative hypothesis that there are two non-negligible 2-factor interaction eüects. The

model under the null hypothesis is the following one which produces the minimum SSE, S} in Step

2, say

E(•‘-lr) * Xnßi + X21•Y:• · (3-25)

And obtain the minimum SSE among the (q- l) SSE’s for the models obtained by adding one

more 2·factor interaction effect to (3.25), that is,

ECY7') ‘ Xxßr + X2:•?1• + Xsgu, k ¢]• k = l•2•···•4· (3-26)

Denote the corresponding SSE by SSE,., , and let the minimum SSE be SSE,.,,. E S;. To test the

null hypothesis, we use the following test statistic,

sz - sz - - 1F1 = (3_27)
S2
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which has a central F distribution with (1, m — t — 3) degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis

and normality assumption of error terms. lf we fail to reject the null hypothesis, then we eonclude

that there is one non·negligible 2·factor interaction effect and identify such a model that produces

S} as the best one. Otherwise, continue step until we fail to reject the null hypothesis (say,

there are k non-negligible 2-factor interaction effects) and identify the best model. Alter identifying

the best model, combine the sum of squares for the negligible interactions to obtain the error sum

of squares, if it is necessary.

111.4.4 Modified Stepwise Method

If we identify the number of non·negligible interactions from the stepwise method, then we

have the family DT of competing models in (3.7). That is, there may exist more than one possible

candidate for the best model in the final step of the stepwise method. To choose the best model

from D)- we can modify the stepwise method, using a frequency plot method suggested by

Srivastava (1975).

< Step I >

Determine the number of influential interaction effects, say k, using the stepwise method.

< Step 2>

Calculate the p SSE’s, say S1l„ , i= l, 2, ..., p , where ${1, denotes the SSB for the i — th

model including main effects and k, Zlfactor interactions, where p = (IZ), by fitting

E(5T) = x,g, + x§°g§°, 1= 1, 2, p. (3.28)

< Step 3>

Calculate for each model
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(Sä-Sä„)<~·—¤—k„- 1>F,„=·l+——i——- ,i=l, 2, ...,p. (3.29)1 kr • $1l,u

Then under the null hypothesis that no inlluential interaction effect exists, and the normality

assumption for the error term, each E", has the F distribution with (k,:m - t- k, — l) de-
u

grees of freedom. Here the alternative hypothesis is that there exist k, influential interactions.

< Step 4>

Compare each Eh, with the critical value F„,l„,,_,_,,l -„,,, and retain models for which the test

result is signilicant, that is

(3.30)

These models are possible eandidates for the best model. If there are u possible candidates,

then we have uk, (not necessarily distinct) elements ofQ,.

< Step 5>

Make a frequency distribution in which for each element of Q, we indicate the frequency of

its occurrence among the uk, (not necessarily distinct) elements ofQ, . Finally, from this frequency,

choose k, elements ofQ, for which the frequencies are high. In case ofa tie, the interactions of the

model with smaller SSE are selected. Then identify these k, -·•• ents ofQ, as the inlluential 2-factor

interaction eüects.

< Example 3.3 >

For a
2‘

factorial parameter design, we assume that the identiiied number of iniluential

2-factor interactions in Step l is four and three models are retained in Step 5, and the 2·factor

interactions in the retained models are as follow;

Model I : (RF, I·]F,_ F,l§_ FJ,)
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Model II :(F;F,_ F}F,_ FJ; FJ;)

Model III : (F;F,_ I·;F,_ F,1-;_ FJ;). ·

For this situation, the frequencies for interactions F;F;, F;F,_ FJ; F,F;_ FJ;_ and FJ; are,

respectively, 3, 3, 2, 2, l, 1. Therefore, we identify the four interactions Iii}, EF}, FJ;, and FJ;

as intluential interactions.

IIL4.5 Modzfed Ghoslfs Procedure

Ghosh(l987) developed a detection procedure when a suitable search design is given. How·

ever, he suggested to guess the unknown number of iniluential eüects. '1'herefore, his detection

procedure is statistically valid only when the guessed number is correct.

Aher identifying the number of non·neg1igible interactions, say k= kl from the stepwise

method, we can also modify the final step ofthe stepwise method following the procedure suggested
l

by Ghosh.

Among the p possible models with main effects and kl 2-factor interactions, denote the i·th

model as ‘

4Eu,) -x,g, +x§°g§° , z=1, 2, p= (kl)
,wheme Xgl) is an (mx kl) submatrix of X2 corresponding to

gg,)
(3.31)

ßgo is (kl x 1) subvector of Q2 .

For the model (3.31), write
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pg} = (pg}, , pg}, , pg},‘)
O

= the matrix obtained xg} by aemabg
the j"' column

X1? = EX).
X§“’l

Pi? -= 1

XJ

and

sseg}
-

sse ib: mb 1- th mbda in (3.31)
SSE(°) = SSE for the main effects model .

Then it can be shown (Ghosh, 1987) that under the hypothesis Hotßßg = 0 for the i~th model in

(3.31) and normality assumption of error terms,

i __ ZW 5 i=1, 2, , p
,01)

_
—..£...._ (332)

2 555g) j= 1, 2,..., kl
m * Ü * kl * 1

has the central t·distribution with (m — 1 — k, — 1) degrees of freedom.

Suppose that in the final step of the modified stepwise method, we have signiiicant 15,1u for

i== 1,, 1,, ..., i,. Then we have u• lc, (not necessarily distinct) elements ofQ,. For v = 1,2,...,q, denote

the number of i in {I}, ..., i,} for which tg'} is significant by 11,. This number rz, represents the fre-

quency of how many times the interaction ß, appears signiücantly among the candidate models.

We now arrange the
n,’s

in decreasing order and write

Hu) 2 IR2) 2 ••• 2 Ha)
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If there are more than k, nonzero n,’s then select k, interaction elfects which have the largest

n, value. Otherwise, choose the interaction elfects which have the nonzero value ofn,. For this case,

the number of inlluential interactions is less than k,. Finally obtain an error sum of squares, if

necessary, by pooling the sums of squares for negligible interactions.

Alter identifying the influential 2·factor interactions by the detection procedures developed in

this chapter , we have the following model for a 2* factoxial parameter design analysis,

E(,$ )=Xg +X *Q2°1* X1 1 2 (334)
· E

,where T is a balanced fractional factorial design of resolution V

Q,isavectoroftheoverallmeanandmainetl'ectts

Q1" is a vector of identiiied iniluential 2-factor interactions, and

x- [x,, x•,]
Ä, ‘* [Ä'¤• Ä":] ·

SincethematrixXisoffullcolumnrank,wecanestimateal1theetI'ectsinQbytheusualleast

square procedure.

For a 2* factorial parameter design, the estimate Ü is defined as in (3.3)

A A
A E1-E}, ifßisthemaineifectß=·{. „ 0-351

E9 — El if E is the 2·factor interaction

,where we omit the detining vector g in the expression of eifect.

If the estimate Ü of the main effect is positive, then the estimated effect at level l (higher level)

ispositive
-

0. Thatis, the SNratio ismaximizedwhenwe setthe controlfactorß

at the higher level. If Ü is negative then the estimated eH'ect of E at level 0 (lower level) is positive
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so that the optimal setting of E is at the lower level. The interaction effect of factors E and Ii} at,

say the lower level of Ii} and the higher level of Ii} can be evaluated as the average response (SN

ratio) for the treatment combinations for which the lower level and the higher level of E and Ii}

appear, respectively. (See the example in II.3.) Therefore, by evaluating main effect at two levels

(high and low) and influential interaction eüects at four possible combinations of levels, we can

identify the optimal setting of control factors. That is, for the control factors which are not inter-

acting with other factors, we evaluate the main effects at each level. And for the interacting control

factors, we identify the best combination of levels among the four possible combinations, at which

the average SN ratio is largest. Then, finally we can identify the optimal setting of control factors

atwhichthe SNratioismaximized.

Frequently in the parameter design, especially when the nominal target value is specified, the

supplernentary analysis for the mean response of quality characteristics is helpful in identifying the

best adjustment factors. For the analysis of the mean response, we can also use the same proce-

dures of analysis developed in this chapter.
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Chapter IV

DETECTING INTERACTIONS IN 3-LEVEL

FACTORIAL PARAMETER DESIGNS

The parameter design may be more eüective in identifying the optimal setting of control fac-

tors when quadratic effects ofcontrol factors exist (see Taguchi and Wu, 1980). To investigate such

quadratic eH°ects, each control factor must have three test levels. Also, for 3* factorial parameter

designsweneedatlcast m- 1+2t+ 2t(t- 1)treatmentcombinations to estirnatemainetfectsand

2-factor interactions. Moreover, if the outer array consists ofn rows, then rz x m experimental units

are necessary for a 3* parameter design. This number rr x m may be too large even when the number

ofcontrol factors t is moderate.

To reduce the number of experimental units necessary for detecting inlluential 2-factor inter-

actions, a sequential detection procedure will be developed in this chapter. As in the 2* factorial

parameter designs, 3-factor and higher order interactions are assumed to be negligible. It is also

assumed that a proper outer array of noise factors is combined with each treatment combination

of the inner array and appropriate SN ratios are observed.
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IV.1 3-Level Factorial Designs

IKI.1 Definition ofEjfects in 3·LeveI Factorial Designs

In 3* factoxial designs in which each of : factors F}, F}, , E has 3 levels, a treatment combi-

nation can be denoted by a (t x 1) vector g' =¤ (x,, x,, ..., x,) with elements x, from the Galois field

oforder 3, GF(3) in which 3 elements 0,1, and 2 of GF(3) represent the 3 levels ofeach factor. Also,

there exists an one·to·one conespondence between the 3* treatment combinations and the 3* points

(t-tuples over GF(3)) in the finite Euclidean geometry oforder :, EG(:,3). As in 2* factoxial designs,
3 -1

the symbols for effects and interactions (each accounting for 2 d.f.) can be written as

1;**-. I~'f*1§‘*
17* (4.1)

with a, =¤ 0,1,2 (i ¤ 1,2,...,:) and the convention that

(i) any letter E with az, = 0 is dropped from the expression,

(ii) the first non-zero a, is equal to one. (This can always be achieved by multiplying each a, by 2

m¤d (3)).
(iii) a¤y1etterF}with a,=¤ 1 iswrittenasli,

(iv) g' =¤ (a,, (:1,, ...a,) is the defining vector.

In 3* factorial designs, each main eüect is represented by one symbol in (4.1), i.e. the main

eüect F} is given by El, in which all a} = 0 except a, = 1. The interactions, however, cannot be

expressed so simply since more than one symbol (component) in (4.1) constitute each interaction.

For example, the 2-factor interaction denoted by F} x F} between factors F} and F} consists of two

components F,I·} and F,F}*. The 3·factor interaction F} x F} x F, consists of four components

F,F}F,,_F,F}FZ,F,F}F},, F,I·}‘Ff. And the other higher order interactions can be defined by a similar

way. Therefore, each main eäect consists of one component El, and each 2·factor interaction con-
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sists of two components. Hereafter, we write the 2-factor interaction as E x IQ and we call the two

interaction components FJ), FJ} the first interaction component and the second interaction com-

ponent, respectively.

The 2 degrees of freedom for each main effect can be represented geometrically by 2 inde-

pendent contrasts of the 3 sets of treatment combinations generated by the pencil in EG(t,3)

sx'; = b

=> xl = b — (4.2)

where b = 0,1,2 .

The four degrees of freedom associated with the 2-factor interaction IQ x IQ consist of each 2

degrees of fieedom associated with two interaction components IQIQ and FJ}. The 2 degrees of

freedom corresponding to the first interaction component El = F,IQ can be represented by 2 inde-

pendent contrasts of the 3 sets of treatment combinations generated by the pencil in EG(t,3)

sx'.: = b

=> xl + ay = b (4.3)

where b = 0,1,2.

Similarly, 2 degrees of freedom for the second interaction component El = Fi} can be represented

by 2 independent contrasts of the 3 sets of treatment combinations generated by the pencil in

EG(:,3)

a'2c = b

=> xl + 2:y = b (4.4)

where b = 0,1,2.

The two degrees of freedom associated with component El can be expressed by the set of

orthogonal contrasts
'
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1 1

C = 0-2-1

1

,where the rows of C correspond to levels 0, I, and 2, respectively.

That is, for the component El the linear eü'ect of E! can be expressed as

é%—ß§ (4.6)

and the quadratic eüect as

4%+42-241* (4.7)

,where E}, i = 0,1,2 are the true effects at level i_ofE¤ defined by

Ef =·· (true mean response of treatment combinations satisfying gg'; = 0 — ir,
(4 8)where p is the overall mean. °

The two parameters corresponding to 2 degrees of freedom for main effect E are denoted by

(1*])*, (1*])* . Similarly, two parameters (FL)‘,(FL)* represent the 2 degrees of freedom associated

with the Erst interaction component FL . And (F,F})‘,(FL*)' also represent the 2 degree: of free-

dom associated with the second interaction component FJ}. Therefore, we can say that

(E¤)‘,(E¤)* represent the linear and quadratic effects of El, respectively.
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IV.1.1 Regular Fractional Factorial Designs

A l/3* (r< t) regular fractional factorial design of a 3* factorial experiment is defined as the

set of 3*** treatment combinations 5 obtained as solutions to a set of r independent equations in t

· unknowns over the GF(3) such that

A2: = b. (49)

where A is an (rx t) coeücient matrixofrank randb is an (rx 1) vector ofconstants.

In the regular fraction, the components E• are partitioned into some number of groups in a

systematic way. Such groups of components are called alias sets. The following two definitions

establish that the alias sets ofcomponents are determined by the A matrix in (4.9).

< Definition 4.1 >

Let g'
-

(a,, a,, ..., ar,) denote the detining vector of component El = F}¤i}¤...F}‘• . Then the

component El is aliased (confounded) with the overall mean p if and only if

A
rank = rank(A) = r. (4.10)GI

< Definition 4.2 >

Let g', and g', be the two defining vectors of E'! and El: . Assume that

A A
rank = rank = f+l. (4.11)

¤'¤ ¤’z

ThenE¤¤isaliasedwithE¤ifandonlyif
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A

rank la',] = r+ 1. (4.12)

K'2

The alias set S, containing the overall mean p carries one degree offreedom and every another

alias set S,, I = 1,2,..., u carries two degrees of freedom. Therefore, in a 1/3* fractional factorial de-

sign, the components are partitioned into 1+ = 1 + u alias sets S,, S,, ..., S,. The task of

linding the alias set for a fraction is simple. By definition 4.1, the alias set S, will contain all com-

ponents whose delining vectors are in the row space of A. By definition 4.2, to find another alias

set, for example S, , pick some component not in S,, and take linear combinations of its deüning

vector and the defining vectors ofall components in S,. To continue, pick some component neither

in S, nor in S, , and take all linear combinations of its delining vector and the detining vectors of

all components in S,. Then this alias set corresponds to S,. This process is continued until all

components are accounted for.

IK1.2 Analysis und Estimable Functionsfor Fractional Designs

Let T denote a design consisting of a set of m treatment combinations from a regular frac-

tional factorial design. T is used to denote either the set of treatment combinations in the design

or the (t x m) matrix having 3,, 3,, ...3,, as m treatment combinations. Let

T' ==M= (m,,m,, ...,m,) so that Mis an (mx I) matrixwith each columnmrepresentingthe levels

of factor F} for m treatment combinations in the design T. If for any two factors I} and F}, the first

interaction component and/or the second interaction component are to be included in the model

(4.13), then columns m, +3;} and/or m, + 2m}mod(3), should be adjoined to M since the '1evels"

of two interaction components F',I·} and F',F} are represented by gt, +ny and m, + 2:rg , respectively.

This procedure is followed for every pair of factors that interact and M* represents the matrix that
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results after all appropriate columns conesponding to interaction components have been adjoined

to M. Then, using the usual notation, we can write the model equation for a 3* (fractional) factorial

design, in which 3·factor and higher order interactions are assumed to be negligible,

EQ) = Xg (4.13)

,where the parameter vector Q contains the overall mean ti and two parameters (E)*,(F,)* associated

with each main effect F}, and two parameters (F,I·])*,(F,I§)*, or(F,I~]*)*,(F,}i}*)* associated with each

2·factor interaction component.

The model matrix X can be constructed in the following way:

The first column is a vector with every element one, corresponding to the overall mean it. Since

each column ofM* corresponds to two degrees of freedom, each column ofM* is transformed into

two columns in the X matrix. This is done by replacing each element in M* by the corresponding

row of C in (4.5). But note here that the matrix Xmay not be of full column rank, which means

that not all parameters in E are necessarily estimable, since components may be aliased with each

other.

Now, we consider the estimable function(s) for each alias set. Since only one and two de-

grees of üeedom are associated with S,, and S, (i = 1,2,...,11), respectively, we cannot estimate all

components contained in each alias set. Instead, some linear functions of components in each alias

set can be estimated. Consider first an estimable function for the alias set S,. Since only one degree

of freedom is associated with S,, one estimable function for S, exists. Let EM, Eu, ..., Eh denote the

components contained in S,, and let us denote the vector of two parameters associated with Ev by

Q, that is

( Q =
[(Em)l]

. (4.14)(5%*
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Note that each component El contained in S, appears at the same 'level' for all treatment combi-

nations in a fractional design. Suppose that EM, E·2, ...E¤• appear at '1evels' x,, x,, ...x, , respec-

tively. Then the estimable function ES, of the components EM, Ev, ...E¤• can be expressed as

where
_g·’,'

is the row of C corresponding to level x, of EM .

Therefore, associated with the alias set S, is the estimable function represented by a linear combi-

nation of pr and the linear and quadratic eüects of EM aliased with p.

Consider next the estimable functions for the alias set S,, i aß 0. Since each alias set S, carries

two degrees of freedom, we can find the two estimable functions of parameters corresponding to

the components contained in each S,. Let P denote the set of all possible permutations in GF(3).

Then

P = {¢•(012)•(021)•(12)•(02)•(01)} • (4-16)

where e is the identity permutation and (012) denotes the permutation

0 —• 1

l —• 2

2 —• 0

and the remaining permutations are defined similarly.

Following the conventions of Mardekian (1979), define the following six matrices
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1 0 -1/2 3/2 -1/2 -3/2
D = D = D = ·

I
‘

0 1
‘°‘”

-1/2 -1/2 1/2 -1/2
(4.17)

D
[-1 0] 1/2 3/2 1/2 -2/2

' . D = D · .M) 0 1
‘°“

1/2 -1/2 M) -1/2 -1/2

Suppose that the components EM, Ela, ...E•6 are contained in the alias set 8,, i ¢ 0. Choose any

component , for example Elu as a reference component. Then the 'leve1s' of the other components

are related to the levels of the reference component by some permutations (not necessarily distinct)

in P, say p,,p,. .4,, respectively, since P contains all possible permutations in GF(3) . And it can

be shown (see Appendix) that the vector ES, of two estimable functions for S, is

E8,¤= D, Q + Dh Q + ...Dh L, , (4.18)

where each L denotes the (2 x 1) vector (4.14) of two parameters corresponding to the component

EN and Dh represents the matrix defined in (4.17) corresponding to the perrnutation p,.

Note here that for a regular fractional design T obtained from (4.9), the alias structure is

completely dctermined by the matrix A and the estimable functions for each alias set are determined

by the constant vector b.

< Example 4.1 >

Consider the 1/3* fractional design Tofa 3* factorial experiment in which 3·factor and higher

order interactions are assumed to be negligible. From the following set of equations

xr1 2 0 [0]
X2 =

1 0 2 1
xs

we can get
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0 1 2

T = 0 I 2

1 2 0

,where each column represents a treatment combination.

The two alias sets corresponding to T are

so = {#•F1F1»F1F?- F12?}
S1 = (F1- F2• Fs·F1F2• F1F3• F2FB}·

Since the components ER, FJ}, and FJ} appear at '1evels' 0, 2, and 2, respectively, for all

treatment combinations in T, the estimable flmction for S, is

<F1P§>‘ <F„F§>‘
<F1F§>‘

ESo¤}L+[l,l] 2 + [-1,1] 2 +[-1,1] 2(M?) <F1F§> (F11?)
=- 1 +

<F1F§>‘
+ (M3? -

<F1F§>‘
+ <F„F§>“ — <F1F§>‘

+
<F1F§>“

-

If wee choose F} as a reference component for S,, then the '1eve1s' of I1}, F}, FQIQ, Iii}, FJ}

are related to the '1evels' ofI·] by permutations e, (012), (12), (01), (01), respectively. Therefore,

(F1)! (F1)1 -1/2 3/2 (F1)l 1/2 -3/2 (F1F1)lES, - 2 + 2 + 2 + 2(F1) (F1) *1/2 -1/2 (Fa) *1/2 -1/2 (F1F2)

1/2 3/2 (F1F3)‘ 1/2 3/2 (F1Fä)‘
+ 1 + 11/2 -1/2 (F1Fä) 1/2 -1/2 (F1F1)

and the two estimable functions for S, are

1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2(F1) + (F1) *j (F3) + ·j*(Fs) +7 (F1F1) -‘j'(F1F1) +
%‘ (F1F1)‘ + (F1F1)2 +é (F2Fs)l + %<F1F1>’
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and

mf + mf -ä <¤>‘ -ämf — ä(Fm — ä
<F1F„>“

+
é-

<nF„>‘ —ä (FJ'3)2 +ä
<F„n>‘

-ä<F„F„>’•

IV.2 Detection Procedure for Iniluential 2-Factor Interactions

IV.2.I Description

Some detection procedures for inlluential 2-factor interactions in 3* factorial designs were de-

veloped by Anderson and Thomas (1980), and Hussain (1986). Anderson and Thomas used a

'near' minimal 3* fractional design of resolution IV and developed detection procedure for the

A noiseless case, that is 6* = 0. Their basic assumption is that we can detect the inlluential 2-factor

interactions using only the first interaction component. That is, if F,IQ is negligible, then they

conclude that the 2-factor interaction IQ x FQ is negligible. However, even though the lirst inter-

action component IQIQ is negligible, the 2-factor interaction E x IQ is not negligible whenever the

second interaction component F,IQ* is Therefore, this assumption is too strong in some

experiments. Moreover, their procedure can detect at most 3 iniluential interactions.

Hussain (1986) developed a detection procedure from another point of view in which a se-

quential approach is used. He applied each factor sequentially and tested whether it interacted with

other factors by taking treatment combinations scquentially from the üactional factorials. The

most serious drawback of Hussain’s procedure is that we perform too many tests, especially when

prior information on the underlying interaction structure is not available, since we have to test all

factors sequentially. In practical experiments it is not rare to encounter a situation where only a
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few interactions are present, although many control factors are involved. For this case, employing

Hussain’s method is very costly.

Moreover, both procedures include all four parameters associated with a 2-factor interaction

when a 2-factor interaction is identiiied to be However, some interaction component,

for example FJ? may be negligible even though the intcraction E x F} turns out tobeIn

the parameter design analysis, one of the most important considerations is to obtain accurate

estimates with small bias of main eüects for control factors. We should, therefore, include as small

a number of negligible interaction component as possible in the model to get accurate estimates

of main effects. Anderson and Thomas, and Hussain also considered the estimation procedure of

the identified iniluential 2-factor interactions. In the parameter design, however, wc do not have

to estimate the iniluential 2·factor interactions. This is because we can identify the optimal com-

bination of factor levels for the interacting factors (at which the SN ratio is maximized) simply by

evaluating the average SN ratio at the nine different combinations of factor levels. Therefore it is

suüicient in the parameter design analysis to identify the influential 2-factor interactions only, re-

gardless of estimability of such interactions.

The procedure developed in this chapter is desigied to overcome the drawbacks of both

methods. The proposed procedure consists of two stages:

(i) In Stage I, we shall use a 'near' minimal resolution IV design developed by Anderson and

Thomas. We split each 2·factor interaction E x I? into two components FJ} and FJ?. Then we

develop detection procedure for each interaction component by utilizing the same kinds of hy-

potheses proposed by Hussain.

lf the underlying interaction structure is sußiciently simple, then we can identify all iniluential

interaction components in this stage, and we can terminate the detection procedure. Otherwise,

we go to Stage II and continue the detection procedure.
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(ii) In Stage II, we shall utilize the sequential procedure developed by Hussain. Since in Stage

I we can screen out the control factors which are not interacting with other factors, the number of

control factors to be tested in Stage II will be small. Moreover, the interaction structure identilied

in Stage I and treatment oombinations used in Stage I will be exploited in this stage. Therefore,

the sequential procedure in Stage II will be simpliiied by using information obtained and treatment

combinations employed in Stage I. This sequential procedure will be eücient especially when ob-

servations become available quickly.

'I'he proposed detection procedure is, therefore, essentially a combination of extending the

'pure' search procedure developed by Anderson and Thomas, and modifying the sequential method

and adapting them to the parameter design analysis. As in the detection procedure for 2* factorial

parameter designs, we assume that 3·factor and higher order interactions are all negligible. We

make one more assumption in this chapter, which is also used by Anderson and 'Thomas, and

Hussain. That is, ifan estimable function ofcomponents is negligible then all components involved

in the estimable function will be assumed to be negligible. This assumption is reasonable since the

probability of such an event is one when each component is observed from some continuous dis-

tribution. We also assume that with each treatment combination of the inner array a proper outer

array is combined so that an appropriate SN ratio can be observed. Therefore, as in the Chapter

II, the treatment combinations considered in this chapter are the setting ofcontrol factors for the

inner array.
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. IV.2.2 Stage I: Detection Procedure with a Resolution IV Design

IVI2.2.I Estirnable Functionsfor a Resolution IVDesign

For a given number t of control factors, consider the regular fractional factorial designs

T}, i= 1,2,..., I, obtained as solutions to the set of equations

Ag = Q , l= 1,2,..., I, (4.19)

where Q means a vector with every element 0 and A, are (t - 2) x t matrices ofrank

(t-2) such that

(i) the i·th column of A, is Q

(ii) the second column of A, and the first column of A,_ iaé l have every element

equal to 2.

(iii) the remaining (t·2) columns of A, represent the identity matrix of order (t·2)

in order.

Let the denim T denote the union of all treatment combinations of all fractions 7},

r
7'== U {a< Ai: = Q}- (4-20)

hl

'Then the i·th fraction 7} has nine treatment combinations. Since 3 treatment combinations

;=Q,1, and 2 are common to all fractions, the number of treatment combinations in T is

6t+ 3. The desim T contains 6 treatment combinations more than the theoretical minimal 3*

fractional factorial denim of resolution IV which has (6t — 3) treatment combinations (see

Margolin, 1969). The alias sets corresponding to each 7] are (see section IV.1.1)
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$o1={#•F,FI• f<k•f¢I•/<¢ü
T

S11 = {Fi}
S24 = {F}-!¢ L F,F11J < kJ¢ I1 k ¢ 6 (4.21)
Sa: = {FJ'}, 1 ¢ 0
s,,= {1*,1)*, 1-e 6 .

Wecanseethateachmaineli'ectI‘]canbeestimatedfrom7}sothatal1maineü°ectsareestimable

in T. For these reasons, Anderson and Thomas (1979) called the design T a near minimal resol-

ution IV design.

From the definition of the fraction 'I} in (4.19) we can see that the nine treatment combina-

tions in 7} are ’

F¤¢t¤¤1—(I—1)= Q 1 2 Q 1 2 Q 1 2
FactorI:000lll222. (4.22)

Factors(!+1)-1: Q 1 2 Q 1 2 Q 1 2

From (4.22) we can see that each effect Fß in the alias set S0, appears at 'level' 0 for all nine

treatment combinations in 7} so that the estimable limction for S0, is

1 1 1 1
1ss0,- ,1 ,1 (4.23)

1<k, JJ¢¢l ( ")
ja, JÄI

Since the main eßect E occurs alone in $1,, both parameters associated with the linear and

quadratic effects ofI·] are estimable from 7}. For the alias set $0,, pick any main effect I·],j¢ I as

a reference component. 'I'hen we can see that the levels ofother main effects are related to the levels

of the reference effect by a permutation c, and the levels of F,F,, are related by a permutation (I2).

Therefore, we can get the vector ES0, of estimable functions as
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r l 0 (F)l 1 1 l/2 -3/2 (F ,,)l _“=···5[, ,]/;]+5 Al 12 12 EU M1
/2* (/) /2*];*,-/-/ (;F11)

Similarly, we can get ES,,, ES,, as follow:

1 1 0 (1515)*
6.;,,

- QL) IH F 2 (4.25)/•*, ( 16)

1 1 0 (6,1*)*E.S',,,= . (4.26)
1;* 0 1 ( ,)

Using this near minimal resolution IV desigx T , we now develop a detection procedure for

the inlluential 2•factor Iinteractions. First, we develop a detection procedure for the first interaction

component, and next a procedure for detecting the second interaction component will be devel-

oped. Developing procedures separately is only for convenience of explanation. In actual exper-

iments, we can apply both procedures simultaneously to each fraction 7}.

IK2.2.2 Detection Procedurefor the First Interaction Component

< Step l >

Consider the alias set 5,, in the fraction 7}. lf the estimable function E5,, in (4.25) is negli~

gible, then all components F,F},j¤ l,2,...,t,j¢! involved in ES,, are negligible by assumption.

Therefore, by testing the null hypothesis H„:E5,, = 0 we test the hypothesis that the factor I·} does

not interact with other factors. ‘
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We obtain the estimate of ES,, and the sum of squares due to ES,, from the fraction 7} as

follows,where

X,, is the (9 x 2) model matrix for a reference effect in the alias set 8,, and_$, is the

(9 x 1) vector of observed SN ratio: in 7} .

Under the null hypothesi: and the normality assumption of error terms, the quantity

has a central ;g* distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, using an independent

estimate of 6* we can test the null hypothesis. To get an independent estimate of 6*, it may be

necessary to replicate some treatment combination:. For this case, it is recommended that the three

treatment combination: 5 = Q, ,1, 2 be replicated since they are common to all fractions 7}.

If the null hypothesis is not rejected for each 7}, then we can conclude that no influential first

interaction component exists. For the case that the null hypothesi: is rejected for only two frac-

tions, for example 7} and 7}, we can say that only one component, namely F}F} , is influential, and

we can terminate the detection procedure for the first interaction component. Otherwise, exclude

the factors for which the null hypothesis is not rejected for further consideration and go to Step 2.

For Step 2, we assume that the retained and excluded factors are renumbered from l to I,, and from

I, + l to I, respectively.

< Step 2 >

For the fractions 7}, I= 1,2,..., I, consider the following linear combination of the first inter-

action components in 8,,,
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·
(1;)*Es1,•

= 6s1, - Zu, 2J;} (1*))

1 (4.28)
tl tl 1/2 -3/2 (I·',F,,)

'
ug

E-:1[-1/2 -1/2][(F,F1)2 ·
14, 11+:

Since we can estimate ES1, and F},j== 1,2,...,t,j aß! from the fractions 7} and 7}, ES1,* is also

estimable from T. If the null hypothesis H,,:ES1,* = 0 is not rejected, then the first interaction

components F}; in (4.28) are all negligible by assumption. Therefore, if the null hypothesis is not

rejected for some fraction 7;, then we can conclude that the influential first interaction components

are F,I·},j= 1,2,..., t1,jaßl and we can terminate the detection procedure for the first interaction

component.

'l'he function
ESy•

may be estimated in several ways. One easy method is described here.

We can estimate ES1, from the fraction 7}, and ETS}, can be expressed as a linear combination ofS

in T

^ -1Esu = (X'u«\’zü X'¤& (4.29)„ 1},5,

where X1, is the (9 x 2) model matrix for a reference effect in S1, and S, is the (9 x 1) vector of SN

ratios for 7} and S is the ((6t + 3) x 1) vector of SN ratios for T, and L, is a ((6t + 3) x 2) matrix.

Also, we can estimate each 1},]: l,2,...,t,j¢ i from the fiaction 7} as

A

F}=(X'UXU)X'U,S}, 1= l,2,...t,_1¢1
(430)

zuwhere

X,, is the (9 x 2) model matrix for F} in the fraction 7} and S, and S are as defined in (4.29).
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Then an estimate of E8,,* can be obtained simply as the following linear combination of (4.29)
and (4.30),

A r
E8,} ==

L’,8 — ZKQ8
„/nl
./fl‘ 4.31-11:,- >31<·,>s

‘ )
1-1
#1

= L'$ .

Note here that (4.31) is an unbiased estimate but not necessarily the estimate with minimum var-

iance. However, in this paper we will use this type ofestimate, hereafter, whenever such an estimate

is necessary.

Under the null hypothesis and the norrnality assumption of error terms, the quantity

1:1. **1:
(4_32)

G

has a central x* distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, using an independent estimate

of a-' we can test the null hypothesis. Ifthe null hypothesis is rejected for all 7], i = 1,2,..., t, , then

go to Step 3.

< Step 3>

Consider a situation in which only two factors, say E and E , interact with each other but

not with other factors for the first interaction component. Following the nomenclature of Hussain,

these two factors are called isolated factors for the first interaction component. If two factors
Ii] and F] a.re isolated factors for the first interaction component, then the alias sets 8,, and 8,,,

rupectively, from the fractions 7] and 7] contain only one first interaction component FJ].

Therefore, by testing the null hypothesis H,,:E8,, = 58,,, I,} = 1,2,..., 1,, iqéj, we can detect the iso-

lated factors for the first interaction component.
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From the fraction 7}, ES,, can be estimated as

^=

M'§.

Similarly, we can estimate ES„ from the üaction 7} as

E'Äs*,}=My5. (4.34)

Since both ES,, and ES,} are estimable from the design T, the difference ES,, — ES,} is also

estimable and an esitmate is

A A

Ess: " Ess; * (M': ·MDS (4.35)

Under the null hypothesis and the normality assumption oferror terms, the quantity

M · "M· (4.36)
6

has a central x* distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, using an independent estimate

of
6‘

we can test the null hypotheeis. lf the null hypothesis is not rejected for some pair(s) of re-

tained control factors, then go to the Step 4. Otherwise, go to the Stage II and continue the de-

tection procedure by using the sequential method.

< Step 4 >

Suppose two factors E, and E turn out to be isolated factors for the first interaction com-

ponent. Then among the ürst interaction components involving either factor E, or E, only the

component FJ} is non·negligible.

Let 58,,** denote the linear combination ofcomponents in S,) alter removing the component

F,.F} along with the main effects F}, j=¤ 1,2, , z,j¢ 1,
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'
(F)! l/2 -3/2

(4.37)
jf;} (Fj) -1/2 -1/2 (FrF1)

If the null hypotheais H,:ES„*° = 0 is not reiected for some &action 7], i = 1,2,..., ¢,, I ab k, I, then

we can conclude that the intluential first interaction components are EI], j = 1,2,..., t, , j ¢ I, k, I,

and FJ',.
‘

The interaction component FJ] can be estimatcd from the fractions T,, and 7] as

A A
(FrF1)r = Esser

= (X'3kX3k)-lX'3I¢•Sk (438)

-
N};

A A
(FrF1)1' Esse

=' (X'3lX3l)-lX'3I5l (439)

where (F;I·])„ I¤ k,I denote the estimates of FJ] from the fraction 7].

AsanestimateofFJ],theaverageofthetwoestimatecanbeused

F;f}=é-{N’k,$+ 1v·,5}. (4.40)

Then, since ES,,,F],j- l,2,...t,j=e& I and FJ]are all estimable in the design T, we can also estimate

(4.37) and it can be expressed as a linear combination of§, say

E%2l••
= N'§. (4.41)

Under the null hypothesis and the normality assumption of error terms, the quantity
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IN NI —lNI

iL. (4.42)
6

also has a central x* distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, we can test the null hy-

pothesis by using an independent estimate of 6*.

If more than one pair of isolated factors exist for the first interaction component, then the

same procedure can be used by subtracting all identified isolated factors in (4.37). Suppose that the

null hypothesis is not rejected for some fraction, then terminate the detection procedure for the first

interaction component, and identify the influential first interaction components. Otherwise, go to

Stage Il in which we continue the detection procedure.

IV.2.2.3 Detection Procedurefor the Second Interaction Component

The detection procedure for the second interaction component can be described by following

the same steps as for the first interaction component.

< Step I >

Consider the alias set 8,, in (4.21) for the fraction 7]. If the estimable function 58,, in (4.26)

is negligible then all second interaction components 1*,1*]*,j= 1,2,..., z,j¢i involved in ES,, are

negligible by assumption. Therefore, if the null hypothesis H„:E8,,= 0 is not rejected for some

fraction 7], then we conclude that the control factor Ii] does not interact with any other control

factors through the second interaction component.

Since the nine observations in the fraction 7] do provide an orthogonal design for estimating

E.S],,j = 0,1,2,4, we can also devise a test statistic for the null hypothesis following the same pro-

cedure as in Step 1 for the first interaction component. As in the detection procedure for the first

V
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interaction component, if the null hypothesis is not rejected for all 7}, i = 1,2,...,t, then terminate

the detection procedure for the second interaction component and conclude that there exists no

iniluential second interaction component. In the case in which the null hypothesis is rejected for

only two fractions, say 7} and 7}, we can conclude that only one second interaction component

FJ} is Otherwise, go to Step 2 excluding the control factors for which the null hy-

pothesis is not rejected. In Step 2, I, control factors are assumed to be retained. And we also as-

sume that retained and excluded control factor are renumbered from 1 to ¢,, and from

I, + 1 to I, respectively.

< Step 2 >

Consider the estimable function ES,, for the alias set S,, in (4.21). Since the estimate
EIS,

is the average SN ratio for nine treatment combinations in 7], we can also express
EIS,

as the linear

combination of SN ratios in the design T, such that

A
ES,, = R',S, (4.43)

where R, is a ((6I + 3) x l) vector and S is defined in (4.29).

It can be shown (Anderson and Thomas, 1976) that we can estimate the overall mean p in the

design T. Therefore, since ES,, and p are estimable in T, we can also estimate ES,} in T as

ESo1°'= Esoz " ß
tl *2Z? ,?,<<4Pä>‘+«F,F;>¤>

<4~····>ja !J¢#=l

and the estimate EIS,} can be expressed as a linear combination of S,

„ggg, (4.45)
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lf the null hypothesis H„:ES„,* = 0 is not rejected for a fraction 7], i= 1,2,..., I, then all second

interaction components F,I·],j,k = 1,2,..., I,,j ¢ k ¢ i, are said to be negligible. This implies that

all intluential second interaction components involve factor I·]. That is, FJ},j == 1,2,...., I,,j aß ican

be identified as lfthe null hypothesis is not rejected for some fraction 7], then terrninate

the detection procedure and identify the influential second interaction component. Otherwise, go

to Step 3 to continue the procedure.

Under the null hypothesis and the normality assumption of error terms, the quantity• 1
has a central x* distribution with one degree of freedom. Therefore, we can test the null

hypothesis by using an independent estimate of 6*.

< Step 3>

Consider the following null hypothesis 4

H0:ES,,, = ES,/, i=#j. (4.46)

This null hypothesis is true if the two factors 1·] and F] are isolated factors for the second inter-

action component. Therefore, we can identify the isolated factors for the second interaction com-

ponent by testing this null hypothesis. ·

For testing the null hypothesis, the same kind of test statistic can be developed as in Step 3

for the detection procedure for the first interaction component. lfthe null hypothesis is not rejected

for some pair(s) of retained I, control factors then go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Stage Hin which

a sequential method will be used.

< Sup 4 >

Suppose two factors, say I·], and E , are isolated factors for the second interaction com-

ponent. Then we can estimate the following linear combination of the second interaction compo-

nts in the same way as described in Step 4 for the first interaction component,
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If the null hypothesis H„:ES„,°* = 0 is not rejected for a fraction 7], i = 1,2,..., t,,i aß k,I, then

we can identify the intluential second interaction components as FJ-},j= 1,2,..., t,,i ¢ i,k,I and

F,,Ff, and we can terminate the detection procedure for the second interaction component. Other-

wise, go to Stage II in which we will continue the detection procedure.

The test statistic for the null hypothesis can be also developed following the same procedure

used in Step 4 for the ürst interaction component. Moreover, ifwe identify more than one pair of

isolated factors in Step 3, a similar test procedure can be developed easily by subtracting all identi-

fied isolated second interaction components from ES,,, .

IK 2.3 Stage II: Detection Procedure With Sequential Designs

IK 2.3.1 Deletion ofIsolated Factors

In this stage, we will continue the detection procedure by modifying the sequential method

developed by Hussain. In the sequential detection procedure developed in this section, we will not

split the interaction into the two components, but consider them simultaneously. Before applying

the sequential procedure, we can remove some control factors for which information obtained in

Step l is sullicient to identify the interaction structure for those factors.

Two control factors which are isolated for both interaction components will be called com-

pletely isolated factors. If they are isolated factors for only one interaction component, then we call
-+•• partially isolated factors. Before applying the sequential procedure, we remove the completely

isolated factors and the partially isolated factors which do not belong also to the interaction struc-
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ture of another interaction component. These isolated factors can be removed because the inter·

action structure for them is completely identilied. After removing such factors, we renumber the

remaining factors, say from 1 to t,.

< Example 4.2 >

Consider a 3'° factorial parameter design in which we identify the following interaction at

the end of Stage I:

For the first interaction component, we identitied four non-interacting control factors

I}, F}, F}, F}, two isolated control factors F}, F}, and we failed to identify the interaction structure

for the control factors F}, F}, F}, F},. And for the second interaction component, we identified two

pairs of isolated factors (I} and F}, F} and F}), and we need to continue the detection procedure

for the factors F}, F}, F}, F},. This structure can be symbolically expressed as

First interaction component: (F}, F}, F}, F},),(F}, F',)

Second interaction component: (F}, F}, F}, F},),(F}, F,),(F}, F}) . E

For this situation we see that the interaction structure for the completely isolated factors

F}, F} is identiiied completely. Moreover, the partially isolated factor F} for the second interaction

component does not interact with other factors with respect to the first interaction component.

Therefore, we can remove these 3 control factors and narrow the sequential procedure only to 5

fa¤t¤¤. ¤am¤1y F}.F;„1·}„E„ md E1-

IK 2.3.2 Hypothesis Testing in the Sequential Procedure

Consider the following l/3*** tractions of 3* factorial design obtained as the solutions to

8,.; = 1;, 1= 1,2, , 1 . (4.48)
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,where each B, is a (I — 1) x I matrix of rank (t- 1) obtained from the identity matrix oforder

I by deleting the i-th row, and b is any ((I — 1) x 1) vector of constants in GF(3).

In the equations (4.48), the rows of B, represent the defining vectors g of the main effects

F},j aß I and the corresponding elements ofb represent a level of each such main effect in the treat-

ment combinations obtained as solutions to the equations.

Since there are 3 treatment combinations for the fraction (4.48), the 2 alias sets are

Zu; = {I1, I}, F)F)„ Fil'}. Lk = 1,2,--4.j,k ¢ F}
(4 49)

2,, = {F}_F,I·}, F,I·}2, j= 1,2,...:,j ¢ I}.

The estimable functions for these alias sets can be expressed as

I (F
)‘

I I (F ,,)l I I (F,1-‘,})l

{laß! (1)
52).(FülI @19)* I @19*)*EZ" S @)“ SSJEDV#1

J 1••1 J

where _c,,,_q,,,,_c_,,,, are (2 x 1) vectors determined from C in (4.5), and D,,, D,, are (2 x 2) matrices

determined from (4.17) and the coeücient vectors 5,,, _q,,,,, 9,,,, and matrices D,,, DZ, are determined

by the vector b of constants in (4.48).

For any given factors F} and F}, consider the hypothesis

H,:F,I·?,=F,}:}2

=_Q,whereF',F}, FJ? denote (2x 1) vectors of parameters defined in (4.14), and Q represents a null

vector. This hypothesis implies that the two factors F} and F} do not interact with each other. It

4 can be shown (Hussain ,1986) that we can test this hypothesis with six treatment combinations

· obtained as solutions to the following two fractions
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B11 = Ö1 .
(4.52)B1-I = Ö2

such that b,,, = b,, for all k except k =j, where b,,, I= 1,2, k == 1,2,..., t denote the elements oflz,.

Hussain showed that under the hypothesis H, and normality assumption of error terms, the

following sum of squares

SSH =·= ($1 — $z)°(-'(CC)-1 C'(5; — Sz) • (453)

where ,*1,, i = 1,2 are (3 x 1) vectors of SN ratlos for the fractions in (4.52), and C is a (3 x 2) matrix

defined in (4.5), has mean 46* and is distributed as 46*;* with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore,

we can develop a test statistic for H, by using an independent estimate of 6* .

Moreover, I-Iussaln showed that for a given factor E, the hypothesis

H,:F,F,, = F,FZ = Q V k except k aßj (4.54)

can be tested with observations from the two fractions (4.52) such that b,, ¢ b,, for all v except

v-j. 'I'he hypothesis H, can be used to test the null hypothesis that the factor E interacts only

with the factor F} . We can also develop a test statistic for this hypothesis following the same pro-

cedure for H,.

The similar hypothesis

H,:F,F,, ¤ F,F: =¤ Q V k except k =j,I, for a given factor Il} (4.55)

can be also tested by two fractions (4.52) such that b,, ab b,, for all v except v =j,I. Moreover, we

can construct the same kind ofhypotheses H,, H,,..., etc. ,and they can be tested by using observa~

tions from the two fractlons in (4.52). For testing each hypothesis, the same kind of test statistic

for H, can be easily devised by using the of sum of squares (4.53). ‘
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IPX 2.3.2 Strategiesfor Selectiag Fractioas

Consider the following three fractions

B11 * bx
Br: = bz

(4.56)
Bl-! = bz

where Q ¢ Q ab Q .

Since these three fractions correspond to the three parallel spaces in the ünite Euclidean ge-

ometry EG(t,3), there are no common treatment combinations among the three fractions. Let us

rewrite (4.56) in matrix form as

BK = [bl • b2•
·

’I'he total number of treatment combinations in (4.56) is nine. lf we take

b,=Q, Q-Land Q=2,thenthe equations

BK' [-Q• lv Z] (457)

can be reduced to (4.58) by subtracting the first row from every other row,

0 l 2

0 0 0

El • • •

{ = (4.58)
Al • • •

0 0 0

,where A, is defined in (4.19), and B', is the first row of B,.
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This implies that (4.57) is equivalent to (4.19) in Stage 1 (A5 = Q) Therefore, the fraction 7} ob·

tained from (4.19) is exactly the same as the fraction obtained from (4.57). The following fact

reveals some useful information on selecting fractions in the sequential procedure.

< Propositlou 4.1 >

Consider three treatment combinations obtained as solutions to any one of the following

three sets ofequations ,

B); = Q]
Btl = 1] , i aß]. (4.59)

in which, for example Q} denotes a vector which comes from Q by changing an element

corresponding to factor F} from 0 to v¢ 0 (v e GF(3)). leaving the other elements un-

changed, where Q represents a vector with every element 0. The vectors 1,, 2} are defined

similarly.

Then this fraction has one treatment combination in common with the fraction 7} obtained from
(4.19).

< proof>

Without loss of generality, assume that i<j. Then, three treatment combinations in the

fraction B; = b} in (4.59) are

Factors1—(i- 1): lz lz I2
Factor i: 0 l 2

t=m¤:s0+ 1) -0- 1): tz tz tz
Factor j: v v v

Factors(i+ 1)-:: b E b

and the nine treatment combinations in the fraction 7} are
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F¤¢*¤¤l—(i—l)= Q 1 2 Q 1 2 Q 1 2
Factorj:000lll222.

Fa¤t¤r=(i+1)—¤ Q 1 2 Q 1 2 Q 1 2

By comparing these two sets of treatment combinations, we can easily see that they have one

treatment combination in common for any value ofv and the vector b.

Q.E.D.

Since the fraction 7] in Stage I is identical with the fraction (4.57), we can test the two hy-

potheses H, and H, in (4.51) and (4.54) by taking one additional fraction, for example

8,; = 1](10) (4.60)

,where 1,(10) denotes a vector which comes from the vector 1 by changing an element

coxresponding to factor E from 1 to 0.

That is, we can test H, and H, by following pairs of fractions: for H,

Bg = 1
BA = 1/(lo) (4.61)

and for H,

Bg = Q
BA = M10) (4.62)

Note that the treatment combinations corresponding to the fractions B; = Q and B; = 1 are

available from Stage I. Moreover, we need to take two more treatment combinations to test H, and

H,, since one of the three treatment combinations corresponding to the üaction (4.60) is available
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from Stage I by the Proposition 4.l. Then each hypothesis H, and H, can be tested by using 6
· treatment combinations corresponding to fractions (4.61) and (4.62).

In order to test another hypothesis, for example H,, we have to take three more treatment

combinations from a fraction, say

B; == 1/,(10) (4.63)

,where 1,,,(l0) denotes a vector obtained from the vector 1 by changing two elements corresponding

to factors I•},E,from 1 to 0.

Then the hypothesis H, can be tested by using six treatment combinations obtained from

. Blx=9
6,;=1,,(10) . (*64)

Some comments about taking treatment combinations seems to be necessary at this point.

For testing the hypotheses H,, H, and H,, we take the treatment combinations from the fractions

such as (4.60), (4.63). However, there a.re many possible ways for choosing appropriate fractions.

As an example, the hypotheses H, and H, can be tested by using other pairs of fractions: for H, ,

B,} = 2
BK = 2A21) (4.65)

and for H,

B); = 1
6,; = 2/(21) . (466)

For this case, we take three treatment combinations corresponding to the following fraction, among

which one treatment combination is available in Stage I,

B; = Z](2l) . (4.67)
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Therefore, in practical applications of parameter design analyses we should take proper
treatment combinations from, for example (4.60) or (4.67), by taking cost or engineering consid-
erations into account as we discussed in 2* factorial parameter designs.

Another comment is related to the testing of hypotheses. At the end of Stage I, some inter-
action component, for example FJ} may be identified as being negligible. Even though, in testing

the hypothesis, say H,:F,I~]
-

FJ} = 0, the negligible interaction components FJ} is involved, the

sequential testing procedure is still valid. This kind of information about the negligible interaction
components may be useful in identifying influential interaction componts at the final step after
completing the whole detection procedure. As an illustration, suppose that in Example 4.2, we
conclude that interactions exist between factors I-] and IQ, F} and F}, Ii and 1*],, and FQ and E,.

Then, since we can identify the interaction components EF}, FJ? as negligible based on the in-
formation obtained from Stage I, the following components can be identified finally as influential
interaction components:

First interaction component: FJ}, FJ}, F,I•]„, FJ}

Second interaction component: EF}, FJ}, FJ}„, FJ}, FJ? .

Following Hussain, the detection procedure developed in Stage I and II can be summarized

in the block diagrams of Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3. Figure 4.1 can be applied to both
detection procedures for the first and second interaction component. In Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we

developed the loops 1, 2, and 3 to test the hypotheses H,, H, and H,, and more loops can be de-

veloped, if necessary.
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< Table 4.1: Illustration of Symbols in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 > ·

H,(Fj, ij) : 'I'he hyphothesis H, in (4.51) to test that E, ij do not Interact each other.

H,(Fj : I·j) : ’I'he hypothesis H, in (4.54) to test that I·j interacts only with Fj.

H,(Fj : ij, F,) : The hyphothesis H, in (4.55) to test that E interacts only with I·j and E,.

E (E) : Replace factor E by factor ij.

(E- E) : Exchange roles of I·j and }·j .

® Z Loop 1.
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Take tiractions-
7]]= l,...t .

tcp 1: Test'
hypothesis. A

(I
I I

NO

Step 2: Test
hypothcsis.

Accepted for
a 7] ?

NO
Step J: Test
hypothesis.

‘

· ccepted for NG
a 7]

Step 4: Test
__

hypothesis.

Aceepted for. ¤ E ?
YES

< Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of Detection Procedure in Stage 1 >
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Take I
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°

YES was‘
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Take
Enter IQ 1

12,; = 1410)
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-L (10) H 41·‘u=;) gg‘ 1 ‘\— Acé¢};Ied? UW'?)
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H„(I~7d·‘ NO . ·
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Take
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1,,(I0) ‘
·

,(pg;pg_ pg) YES Take ’
Hxfm YES Take

Ham!) NQ^¢¢¤pted° ‘,.K= 1.0 A°S°P*¢d? gg; „M10) ^°¢¢pted?

Take 5:;; :.1;; (FJ?)
•

n [

B.:
· 1..00)

Take6,;Accepted?
FKH)

YES
I(ESE•EV
ccepted; Ela') Take Y _“° ’ @

°Hxmä. 61 YES
Accepted?

,(E:P, pg YES

NO

< Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of Detection Procedure in Stage II >
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IV. 3 Identification of Optimal Setting

Let T' denote the design which is the union of treatment combirnations taken in Stages I and

II, and let S' represent the vector of observed SN mtios for the design T' . Then we have the final

model

E(5*) = Xß
Ä: 4.68= Ix„X„1[ ‘ ’
Ä2

,where Ä, denotes a ((2:+ l) x l) vector of the overall mean p and 2t parameters associated with t

main effects, and Ä, denotes a vector ofparameters associated with the identified influential 2·factor

interaction components, and X,, AQ are model rnatrices corresponding to Ä,, Ä,, respectively.

Since Ä, is estimable in Stage 1, it is also estimable from the final design T'. However, Ä,

may not be estimable. To estimate ß,, write the normal equations in partitioned form

A
X' X X' X X'
€·X'

2x1
X’2X2

Ä2 X°2

Clearly, X'X is not in general of full rank since not all dctected interaction components are

estimable. But the inverse of'X',& exists since all the main effects are estimable. Moreover, X',AQ

is not equal to zero since the columns of M are not orthogonal to the columns of )Q. Therefore,

Ä, is not simply (X',)Q)"X',,$'. Usirng a generalized inverse for a partitioned matrix (see Searle

(1971), and Anderson and Thomas (1979)), we obtain the solutions to (4.69) as
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A

E1 ..
A =X)E2

1 I I 1 (4.70)

,where Q = XA — XA(X,X,)*‘X,& and A‘ denotes a generalized inverse ofA.

Then we obtain the minimum variance unbiased estimate of E, as

E1 (4 71)— (X'1X1)_lX°1X2Q-X°2§* -

Note that Q, includes p and two parameters (E¤)‘,(E¤)' for each main effect El. And the two

parameters associated with main effect El are defined in (4.6) and (4.7) as

EG I
= *< >2 F8 E? (4.72)(E‘) = E3 + E? * ZE?

,where E},j= 0,l,2 is defined in (4.8).

Therefore, using a relationship E,}+E{^+E}=0 , we can estimate E} for each main effect El by

solving the following three equations in three unknowns Ä} j = 0, 1, 2.

$3 - ää = <ä“>‘
ßg + ii; - 2;}; „. (;’§¤)2 (4.73)

+ + ä= 0

Then we identify the optimal setting for each control factor as the levelj for which Ä} is the largest.
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For interacting two control factors, we can also identify the optimal combination of factor
l

levels simply by evaluating the average response for the nine possible combinations of factor levels.

Therefore we can identify the optimal setting of control factors in the same way as explained for

2* factorial parameter designs.

Some control factor which has the least signiticant effect on the SN ratios and does not

interact with other signiiicant control factors can be used as an adjustment factor. If a supple-

mentary analysis of the mean response ofa quality characteristic is conducted, then we may choose

a control factor which has the most signiücant eüect on the mean as an adjustment factor among

the non·siguiticant control factors in the analysis of SN ratio. we can bring the average re-

sponse of a quality characteristic close to the target value with its variance by correcting

adjustment factor levels.
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Chapter V

SN RATIOS FOR SEVERAL QUALITY

CHARACTERISTICS

In chapter II, we discussed various kinds of SN ratios for the parameter design analysis for

one quality characteristic. The basic premise of such univariate parameter design analysis is that

the quality of a product can always be assessed by the most important quality charactexistic.

However, the quality of a product is seldom defined by a single quality characteristic. Rather,

quality is a composite of several properties which are oßen interrelated and are different in their

relative importance in contributing to the overall quality of' a product. In this chapter, we shall

develop some SN ratios for parameter design analysis where we deal with several quality charac-

teristics.
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V.1 Loss Function and Expected Loss for Several Quality Characteristics

In the multiresponse parameter design analysis in which we are taking more than one quality

characteristic into account, we have the same experimental design structure as in the univariate

parameter design analysis except that we observe a vector of several quality characteristics. 'That

is, given an inner array of control factors and outer array of noise factors for the experiment, we

observe several variables (quality characteristics) for each combination of settings for inner array

and outer array. Therefore, we can analyze the multiresponse parameter design following the same

procedure as for the univariate parameter design except for using different types ofSN ratios which

take several quality characteristics into account simultaneously.

Let the (g x l) vector X' == (Y,, Y,, ..., Y,) be a vector of g variables (quality characteristics)

of interest. Then for a given setting Q of control factors, the output vector g of X is generated,

through the transfer function, by the noise factors K. Since the noise factors are assumed to be

random, the output vector will also be a random vector which is assumed here to have some con-

tinuous distribution with mean vector g' == (p,, ;q, ..., ri,) and (g xg) variance·covariance matrix

Z. Suppose that the vector of target values ofX' is
1’

= (1,, 1,, ..., 1,) with each 1, being a iinite

number. If the speciiic value g ofX deviates from 1, then a loss occurs. Let IQ) represent the loss

function (say, represented in terms of dollars) which is assumed to be convex and sutiiciently

smooth so that its second derivative for each variable exists.

Then, by the Taylor's series expansion of IQ) at 1 we approxirnate IQ) as

ö2IQ) (6.1)
+1/2(x—1)[W -I(Z·1)

,wher·e V denotes the gradient vector.
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Since the loss function has a minimum value at 2 = 1, the second term of the right hand side

in (5.1) is zero. And assuming that the loss is always zero when the values of the quality charac·

teristics are exactly equal to their target values, we can express the loss function, apart from a con-

stant term, as

!(Z) = (Z — 1)’B(Z — 1)
- ($-2)

where

B = (G5)

E 62IQ)
@Z’@2 ' ‘

is the second derivative matrix of IQ) evaluated at 2 = 1.

Then the average loss or expected loss at the setting Q of control factors can be approximated as

Rtä) =· Erz(’(Z))
=E;g[(Z—1)'B(Z—1)]

(5 3)
· MHZ) + (Z —1)'B(g -1)

where 0(A) isthetrace ofthematrixA .

Note here that the values of the loss function (5.2) and the expected loss (5.3) should be invariant

under change of scaling of measurement units for any variable since we express the loss function in

terms of objective quantity, say in dollars. If we change scaling of measurement units for some

quality characteristic, then another loss function which has the same loss as the original one can

be derived simply by transforming the original loss function. Moreover, in (5.2) and (5.3), the rel-

ative importance of different quality characteristics are also taken into account in the coeüicient

matrix B.

From the equation (5.3) we see that the average loss R(Q) depends on B, Z, E, and 1. Just

as for the univariate loss function, information about independence of the variance·covariance

matrix and the mean vector is useful for decomposing the average loss into the variance part and
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the bias part in order to develop suitable SN ratios. However, for the multiresponse case a general

method for detecting this independence is not yet available. To devise such a method and to sim·

plify the expression for the expected loss (5.3), consider the following transformation of the original

variables X into the canonical variables Z,

Z == (5.4)

where U is Q x g) orthogonal matrix whose rows are the normalized eigenvectors of Z.

Then we have

E(ß = UE
•é

Var(Z) ¤ UZU'_
D ($5)

,where D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues corresponding to each

row of U.

Since the value of the loss function should be invariant under any transformation, we define

here the loss function LQ) for the specific value z of the transformed variables Z as

MZ) = !(U”‘Z)- ($6)

Then we can easily see the following fact.

< Propositiou 5.1 >

Consider the orthogonal transformation (5.4). Then the loss function LQ) defined in (5.6) for

the transformed variables has its minimum value at z= g, = U;.

< Proof> °
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Since U is an orthogonal matrix, the inverse U" always exists. Since IQ) its the minimum

value at 2 = 3 by assumption, we have

M) s K2) V2
¤• I(U”‘3,,)$I(U"z) V2 where 3,,== U;

°
M10) S MZ) Vz

1

which irnplies that I,(z) has the minimum value at jo = U;.

Q.E.D.

Ifwe expand ((,1) about z= Ia by the Tay1or’s series expansion, then by the proposition (5.1)

we can approximate the loss function IQ), apart from the constant, by

((2) *(1(Z)

· M16) + [(z·16)•V]Mz)|,-,,,

, ö2I,(z) (5-7)(:-16) +···
=(z —- :6)'H(z —· 16)

,where

H* (hs;)

s
ö2(1(Z)

öz'öz * '
!¤

is a (gxg) matrixofsecond derivatives ofA(z) at z=¤3,,.

Then the expected loss R(Q) at the setting Q of control factors can be approximated by

R(H) = ”(HD) + (Ä — I0)'H(-Ö · I6) · ($-8)

Since the transformed variables are mutually independent, we can investigate the independ-

ence of the variance-oovariance matrix D and the mean vector Q by using some statistical methods
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such as g scatter plots of paired values (6,, J.,) forj = 1,2,...,g or exploratory data analysis methods.

That is, for each transformed variable L, j= 1,2,...,g, calculate the sample mean values 6, and

variances 1l,, i= 1,2,...,m deiined by

fü gl: üE’^
(5.9)

*13 = lfsgsßdsj

,where Q, and S, are the usual estimates ofmean vector E and va1iance·covariance matrix E , re-
spectively, based on n observed vectors g,,, gn, ..., g,,, at the i-th setting Q, of control factors, and Q',

is the j·th normalized cigenvector of S,.

Then for each L, based on m paired values (.1,, 6,), i = 1,2,..., m, determine the relationship between

the variance J., and the mean 6, . If the variance and mean vector are functionally independent for

each Z,, then we can conclude that the variance-covariance matrix D is functionally independent

of the mean vector Q for the transformed variables. Otherwise, D is said to be dependent on Q.

V.2 SN Ratios for Speciüed Loss Function

For some multiresponse parameter design analyses, a loss ftmction can be provided in ad-

vance, for example from past experience. Moreover, if the approximation of a loss function up to

the third term in the Taylor series expansion (5.1) is appropriate, then it may often be possible to

estimate a quadratic loss fimction, even when a prior loss function cannot be specified. A quadratic

loss function could be estimated by using economic arguments similar to those suggested by

Taguchi (1986) for estimating univariate loss function. For example, if we know the actual values

of the loss for a suäciently large number of points jf , we can estimate the coeflicient matrix B in

(5.2) by assuming the quadratic loss function. When the loss function for several quality charac-

teristics can be specified, we can develop the diiferent SN ratios according to whether the
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variance-covariance matrix D depends on the mean vector Q or not. The maximization process of

such SN ratios is then equivalent to the minimization of the approximate average loss (5.3).

V.2.I Variance·covariance Matrix not Linked to Mean Vector

For this situation, the variance·covariance matrix D and the mean vector Q of the transformed

variables Z are functionally independent of each other. This kind of independence is the usual

assumption for multivariate ANOVA procedures and such situations can occur frequently in many

engineering applications. Then the bias part of average loss (5.8) can be reduced independently of

the variance part tr(HD). Therefore, we the variance part first by analyzing the SN ratio,

and then reduce the bias part by adjusting the mean responses close to target values. This adjust·

ment can be made by correcting the levels of adjustment factors which have non-significant eüects

on the SN ratio. The appropriate SN ratio for this case is a measure whose maximization is

equivalent to minimization of tr(HD) in (5.8). Thus a proper SN ratio for this case is

MQ) = -101¤s¤o(¤(HD)) (5
Ilgzlz + •„ +

hgglg),whereh„_1,,j = 1,2,..., g are the diagonal elements of H and D, respectively.

The following fact enables us to estimate the SN ratio (5.10) directly from the loss functions

of non-transformed variables { or transformed variables Z.

< Proposition 5.2 >

Consider the two loss function IQ) and L(,z) in (5.2) and (5.6). Let Q and Q, be gradient

vectors of IQ) and l,(z), respectively and let B and H be second derivative matrices of IQ) and L(z)

, respectively, then the following relationships hold.
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Q; = UGH: UBU, (5.11) .
< Proof>

Note um

öl; (Z) NQ) ÖIQ)
özl özl öyl

öI1(Z) ÖKZ) ö[(Z)
@6 @6 @16

Q1 es
•

= ' Q = ·

Mk;) MQ) MQ)
özg özg öyg

and

2 = U"=
= U':

Y1Z yl
Y':Z J':

2,gZ yg

where 1, is the i·th column of U. Then,
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ÖY1 ÖJ'1 ÖY1 .. y',=( özl ,
674 ,..., az:

), z- 1,2,...g.

And, by the chain rule

öI1(Z) 5 ÖQ)
ö=« @=«,_.‘°'®

Ä,.ÄÄ, Ä
Ö}'1 az: ÖJ'2 az: Öl'; az:

ÖIQ)
Ö}'1

ÖIQ)
öyz

„ ·öz, ' öz,
’ ’

äz,

ÖIQ)
öyg

= mg

,where M, is the i-th row of U.

Therefore,

ÖMZ)
az! 1(}

ö1,(z)
özz

gz

Q1 = · =

•

G =
•

öI1(Z) Vs
özg
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Let h,) be the (i,j) elcnt of H. Then applying the chain rule twice, and using the fact that

= 0 since y, is a linear function of q, i,i= 1,2,...,g, we have

@@6 @@6
_;.(...ö'®,2„„...ö'®,2+...+2),32;)

Oz; Oy) Oq Oy; Oq Oyg Ong

Oz, Oy) Oq Oz) Öyz Oq Oz, Oyg Oq-(_.°“’®
,2.,_..32'® ,2„„...„,.....ö°"Z>,2),2

ay? Oz, Oy)Oy2 Oz, Oy)Oyg Oz, Oq

,2),2
Oyzöy) Oz, ay? Oz, Oyzöyg Oz) Ozg

,( 6*6...) ,2, 2,2,...,2>,2),2
Oygöyl Oz) Oygöyz Oz, ay? Oz, O;)

ö2I(g) 521Q) O2I(y)
Ä

ay? äylöyz öynöyg Oq

6*1Q) @2/(g) @2/(2)
2

Oy2Oy 5 2 Ö.Vzö}’ Ö?

dä E. Qi) , I T2
-

8
·Oz,

’
Oz,

’ ’
Oz,

6%) ö2i(z) özlfx) 2
Oy8Oy) Öfgöyz

_

It then follows that

H= = UBU' .
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Q.E.D.

From this proposition, we can see analytically that the two expressions for expected loss (or

loss function) in (5.3) and (5.8) are the same, that is,

Rtä) =·= ¢r(HD) + (é — 1¤)'H(é — :0)
= tr(UBU’UZU') + Q — 1)’U’UBU'U'UQ- 1)
= lr(UBZU') + Q — 1)'U'UBU'UQ — 1)

= tr(B2) + Q—1)'BQ—1) -

Moreover, we can easily obtain h,, in the expression of the SN ratio (5.10) from the loss function

(5.2) in terms of the original variables

F
hl, = ;gB1j, j= 1,2,...,g , (5.12)

where 1,,j= 1,2,...,g is the j·th row of the matrix U in the transformation (5.4). Therefore, in

practice the SN ratio (5.10) at the setting Q, of the control factors can then be estirnated as

S(Q,) = -10 log(tr(BS,)) (5.13)

or

A A A A A A

hayia + „• 1,2,...,m

'
A (5.14)

where 1, and .1,,,] = 1,2,...,g are the eigenvectors and corresponding eigerrvalues of the sample

variance-covariance matrix S, based on rr observations 2,,,2,,, ..., 2,,, at the setting Q,.
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VI2.2 Variance-covariance Matrix Linked to Mean Vector

In this case, the variance·covaxiance mat1·ix D and the mean vector Q are functionally de-

pendent so that the mean vector cannot be adjusted indcpendently of the variance·covariance ma-

trix. Therefore, we have to use the expected loss R(Q) or some monotone function of R(Q) such

as -10 log,,,(R(Q)), as an SN ratio. Thus an appropriate SN ratio for this case is

•1(Q) - -10 1¤s1¤{¢'(HD) + (é - 1¤)'H(é- 10)} (5 15)=· "'101°81o{”(B£)+(ß -1)'B(g- 1)} - '

Let 2,,,2,,, ...,2,, be a random sample from the distribution _Z at a given setting Q, of the control

factors then theestimateof(5.15) is
l

S(Q,) = -10 l0g{tr(BS,) + (Q, - 1)’B(Q, — ;)'}, i= 1,2,...,m (5.16)

for a given loss function of (5.2), where .2 and Q, are the sample estimates of E and Q, respectively

at the setting Q,.

After ldentlfying the optimal setting at which the expected loss is minlmized, we sometimes

nxd to adjust the mean value(s) of some quality characteristic(s) to bring them close to the target

value(s) when the mean value(s) deviate from the target value(s). This adjustment procedure is

necessary especially when the unbiasedness property is vital for some quality characteristics. In

such a situation, we recommend to use the control factors which have non-signiücant effects on the

SN ratio as adjustment factors. However, we note that after such an adjustment process, the av-

erage loss may not be at the final setting of control factors. This is a price we may have

to pay in order to have some quality characteristics close to their target values.

For best results, the detection procedure for the independence of the valiance-covarlance

matrix D and the mean vector Q, and the resulting SN ratlos should be used only when all of the

quality characteristics are measured in the same units. This is because the eigenvalues and corre-
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sponding eigenvectors of the sample variance-covariance matrix S are not invariant under the
change of measurement scale for any quality characteristic. Otherwise, the detection procedures

should be performed on the sample variance·covariance matrix 8* based on the scaled quality
Y

characteristics such as L =;? j= 1,2,...;, where 6} is the variance of the quality characteristic
L. Therefore, we summarize the procedure as follows:

< Step 1 >

For each setting Q,, I= l,2,...,m of control factors, calculate the sample variance 6} for each

quality characteristic L, j ¤ 1,2,...; based on n observations. Then scale each quality character-
Y

istic to L¤ -% and calculate the sample·covariance matrix 8,* and mean vector E} for the scaled
**1

quality characteristics.

< Step 2 >

Calculate the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of 8,* and transform the scaled

quality characteristics to the canonical variables by using the orthogonal transformation (5.4). Then

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are invariant under change of measurement scale.

< Step 3 > 4
Determine the independence of the variance·covariance matrix and the mean vector for the

canonical variables.

< Step 4 >

Depending on the results of Step 3, determine a suitable SN ratio and estimate the SN ratio

from the loss frmction of the scaled variables for each setting Q, and proceed with the appropriate

parameter design analysis.

Moreover, for developing SN ratios where the loss fitnction can be specified, we assume that

all target values are ünite. If the target values of some (all) quality characteristics are inlinite, then
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we transform such quality characteristics by taking reciprocals. The target values ofthe transformed

quality characteristics are then changed to ünite numbers (actually they are zeros). Therefore, we

can develop the same SN ratios such as (5.10) and (5.15) using the same arguments for the loss

function of such transformed quality characteristics.

V.3 SN Ratios When a Loss Function Cannot Be Specified

V.3.I Description

In the previous section, two types of SN ratios were developed when we can specify the loss

function for several quality characteristics. However, in practice we may not be provided with the

pre-specified loss function outside the experimcnts, nor may not it be possible to estirnate a suitable

loss function.

Even though a loss function cannot be specified, we can use the procedure described in sec-

tion V.2 for detecting independence of the variance·covariance matrix and the mean vector. Let
‘

us assume that the variance-covariance matrix D and the mean vector Q ofthe transformed variables

are functionally independent, and as a result we decide to use the SN ratio (5.10). The coeüicients

hy and eigenvalues 1/, j ¤ 1,2,...,gin (5.10) are all positive since both matrices H and 2 are positive

definite. Therefore, the maximum value of the SN ratio (5.10) can be achieved when each .1/ is

since the hy are unknown positive eonstants depending on the loss function. This leads

to the same kinds of problems that one encounters in developing optimal designs by minimizing

all eigenvalues simultaneously. Instead we the sum of the eigenvalues. In the case of

SN ratios this leads us the following SN ratio
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•1(Q) = —101¤sLé/ll]
(5 17)

= -10 log[tr(D)]
= -10 log[tr(2)] .

Besides (5.17), minimization of the product of eigenvalues jves us another type of SN ratio,

s
q(Q) =¤ -10 log[g.l,]

=—l01og(IDl)
(5.18)

=-101og(lEl).

The SN ratio (5.17) corresponds to the minimization of the average variance for g quality

characteristics and (5.18) refers to the minimization of the volume of the variancecovariance matrix

Z. However, the approximate SN ratio (5.17) is meaningful only when quality characteristic

is measured in the same units and all the quality characteristics are of the same relative importance.

But, for a multiresponse parameter design analysis, variables are nearly always obtained from dif-

ferent scales of measurements and are not necessarily of the same relative importance. Conse-

quently the combination of variances of several variables measured in different units as in (5.17) is

physically meaningless. The same kind of diüiculty also arises for the SN ratio (5.18). Moreover,

the determinant of the varianeecovariance matrix may also be small when some off-diagonal ele-

ments of the variance·oovarianoe matrix are large. That is, the SN ratio (5.18) can be large espe-

cially when the correlations among the quality characteristics are large. Therefore, the SN ratios

(5.17) and (5.18) are not appropriate for general usage, especially (5.18) is not suitable even when

all the quality are measured in the same units and they are the same in relative im-

portance. Moreover, when the varia.nce-oovariance matrix D and mean vector Q of the transformed

variables are functionally dependent, it is more diücult to devise the proper SN ratio since we

cannot evaluate the loss function. Therefore, when a loss function cannot be specified for a

multiresponse parameter design, we should develop the SN ratio from a different point of view in

which a loss function is not utilized.
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According to the philosophy espoused by Taguchi the primary goal of a multiresponse pa-

rameter design is to achieve minimum variance for each quality characteristic with its location close

tc some target value. Here the variance includes variaticn among the units of the product and the

variation due to deterioration and the environmental conditions under which the product is actually

used. In acccrdance with this cbjective, we shall develop SN ratios which are independent of the

means of all quality characteristics and whose maximizaticn corresponds to the minimization of

some combined measure cf variances of all quality characteristics. Then we can adjust the quality

characteristics tc their target values using the adjustment factors which have non-signilicant eßects

on the SN ratios if such adiustment procedure is necessary.

K3.2 Dctermiuation ofDispersion Measurc

The first step in developing the SN ratios is to determine the functional relationship between

the variance and the mean for each quality characteristic. As we discussed in the univariate pa-

rameter design (see section 11.2.3), this procedure is necessary mainly because we cannot adjust the

mean response to the target value independently cf the variance if the variance of a quality char-

acteristic depends cn the mean level. Therefcre, we must, ürst of all: determine the extent of de-

pendency of the mean and the variance for each quality That is, for each quality

characteristic IQ we determine the value cfg from the data

aj ee (gf'! j == 1,2,..., g , (5.19)

where 6, and pl are the standard deviation and mean value of a single quality characteristic IQ.

For each IQ, the value of g in (5.19) can be determined from the m paired values

(ät ii'), i== 1,2,...,m. Ifg =¤ 0 for some }Q,for example, then it means essentially that the variance

and the mean are functicnally independent and the variance is constant over the level of mean
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values for the quality characteristic lj. And _q = 1 means that the standard deviation increases
(decreases) proportionally with the mean.

Then, for the quality characteristic IQ, the quantity

Dj = (L)2 j= 1,2,..., g (5.20)(l¢j)P’

represents some measure of "dispersion' ofy, where 'dispersion' means the measure of variation

which is independent of the mean level.

After determining the relationship of the variance and the mean for each 1Q, the next step is

to combine each D} into one quantitative measure representing overall dispersion. However, as

we discussed earlier, combination of several Dj obtained from different measurement units is phys-

ically meaningless and only valid when each ij is measured in the same units and each lj is of the

same relative importance for evaluating the overall quality of a product. As an example, in the

manufacturing process ofa leafspring in chapter II, the strength ofa leaf spring may be so impor-

tant that we should include this property as another quality characteristic of the leaf spring along

with the property of free height in unloaded condition. The strength of the leaf spring can be

measured by the pressure in psi (pounds per square inches) units at which the leaf spring is broken.

And the free height is measured by in inches. Ifwe combine directly the two measures ofdispersion

of these two quality characteristics, then the resulting quantity is not meaningful since the real sig-

niiicance of the dispersion on the property of each quality characteristic. That is, the

measure ofdispersion, say 20 for free-height is not twice as important as the measure ofdispersion

40 for the strength variable. Moreover, dispersion is not invariant under the change of scale of the

measurement unit.

One approach to such combining problem is to transform each dispersion measure Dj to some

index number represented in a dimensionless scale. Then, alter transformation combine trans-
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formed index numbers into one quantity representing the total mcasurcmeut of dispersions for se-

veral quality characteristics. Harrington (1965) introduced such a transformation and combining

scheme utilizing what he termed the desirability function and illustrated its use in the manufacturing

process of a rubber compound for tire treads. Even though the idea of desirability function has

been appealing to experimenters who want to optimize several quality characteristics, this approach

has not been widely used nor has much research been done on it. We will employ the concept of

a desirability function in transforming the dispersion measure of each quality characteristic and de-

velop the appropriate SN ratios.

VZ3.3 Transformation ofDispersion Measurcs

In transforming each dispersion measure D to some index variable W , there are many pos-

sible ways in determining the range of W . Following Harrington (1965), and Deninger and Suich

(1980), we use a scale which ranges between 0 and 1, where ' W= 0 corresponds to an absolutely

undesirable value of dispersion and W= 1.0 represents a completely desirable value of dispersion.

And we may assign a value, say W= 0.5 when the value ofD is acceptable but poor. This assigning

scheme of W depends on the manufacturer’s standpoint and the relative importance of the quality

characteristic. The scale of W is a dimensionless scale to which any dispersion measure D can be

transformed so that its value can be expressed in terms of goodness, say ’measure ofdesirability for

dispersion".

Aher determining the range of W, we then transform the measured value of D to the desir-

ability scale W. If' no other suitable form of transformation is specified, the following exponential

transformation is convenient and adequate for the purpose of transforming measured dispersion D

to the desirability scale W(see Harrington, 1965).

W= E
(‘°)°

($.21)
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The constant c in the equation determines the slope of the curve. In Figure 5.1, the values

of measured dispersion are represented along the horizontal line and the corresponding values of

W are specified along the vertical line. The constant c in Figure 5.l is 0.05. The value of c in the

txa.nsf'ormation (5.21) can be determined by selecting some values of D and corresponding values

of W for the quality characteristic. Then from the paired values of (D, W) we can determine the

value of c easily by the equation

log W
C = —

.Notehere that the transformation (5.21) is just one example of the many possible ways in

transforming the measured value D of the dispersion to the dimensionless scale W. If we can

evaluate the values of W for many points of D, then we can also draw the appropriate transfor-

mation curve simply by plotting the paired values of (D,W) and connecting the points by a smooth

curve.
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One possible alternate form of equation (5.21) is

l
4, . J

<°¤”*°
ar 0 6 (0, 4,)
if D€[d},d1)

U =
•

· (5.23)

an •¢°(°"D)z if D 6 [d„_,,oo) .

The transformation (5.23) may be viewed as a generalization of (5.21). This kind of transformation

is appropriate when we want to use different weighing schemes according to the values of D. As

an example, we may want to use a transformation such that for a value of D in some interval, the

corresponding value of W decreases rapidly. Figure 5.2 shows the transformation curve corre-

sponding to the equation

1 E 0<D<5

_ 1.01 •J
‘°·°“°)°

if s S 0 S 20
U ¤ (5.24).631

.J‘°·°“”°
ar 20S DS 40

6.884 • J ‘°·°’°*° if 0 6 40 .

For this transformation, a value of D below 5 would result in the same value 1 of W, which cor-

responds to the totally acceptable level. And until D reaches 20, the value of W decreases slowly.

But if D is greater than 20, we transform the D with very strong weight. In other words, ifD is less

than 20, the corresponding desirability values are essentially the same, but the desirability decreases

rapidly for the value of D above 20. Therefore it can be said that D ¤= 20 is the tolerance limit of

dispersion for thisqualityAs

we mentioned before, in any product some quality characteristics are of critical impor-

tance, and others are relatively insignilicant. Therefore it is necessary that each quality character-

istic be weighed according to its importance relative to the intended application. Although a
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number of weighing procedures are available through the exponential family transformation such

as (5.21), we can accomplish this simply by adjusting the constant c in_ the transformation (5.21).

As we noted, a small value of the constant c produces a transformation curve approaching zero

rapidly. Therefore, for critical quality characteristics, we will use small values for the constant.

And for less important quality relatively large values will be used. In Figure 5.3, three

different curves corresponding to c, = 0.03, 6, = 0.05, and 6, = 0.07, respectively are presented. The

Figure 5.3 reveals essentially that for more important quality characteristics, the transformation

curve will be steeper and for less critical quality characteristics, the curve will be more horizontal.
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V.3.4 SN Ratios

Having transformed the measured dispersion D for each quality characteristic to the desir·

ability scale Wat each setting Q, ofcontrol factors, we are now ready to combine these several values

of W to develop SN ratios for multiresponse parameter design. One possible SN ratio is a simple „

arithmetic mean of W’s,

WQ,+W,,+···+W,g —
SN(Q‘) ' __ s (5.25)

= Wu, i= l,2,...,m,

where WQ, j ¤ 1,2,...,g are the desirability scales of dispersion for a quality characteristic IQ at the

setting Q, of the control factors, and the subscript s in W,, denotes the simple mean.

The geometric mean used by Har1ington(l965) gives us the following type of SN ratio,

••"‘•‘

Wo: ·

If one of the W's is (close to) zero, the SN ratio (5.26) as an overall measure of dispersion

will also be (close to) zero. That is, if the dispersion for some quality characteristic is too large then

(5.26) gives us a very poor overall measure of dispersion even though the dispersion measures for

other quality characteristics may be small. Furthermore, the SN ratio (5.26) is strongly weighed

by small undesirable values of W's. Therefore, this SN ratio is suitable for experiments where, if

one of several quality charactexistics is poor in dispersion at some setting Q,, then such a setting

should be identified as bad, regardless of other quality characteristics.

The basic rationale of the SN ratio (5.25) is different. A few small values of WQ in (5.25) can

not exert much influence on the overall measure of dispersion. The SN ratio (5.25) may be suitable

for a multiresponse parameter design in which poor performance in dispersion for some quality ‘
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characteristic is not fatal for the overall measure. Therefore, the decision ofwhich SN ratio should

bc used can be determincd by the property of a product and the enjneering conditions.

Since the SN ratios (5.25) and (5.26) arc doubly bounded by zero and one, it may be useful

to transform (5.25) and (5.26) by some monotone increasing function to another type of SN ratios

whose ranges are whole real numbers. Thus

SN(Q,) = l0 log-ll- (5.27)

WG:
SN(Q‘) = 10 logl"

Wc:

canalsobeusedasSNratios.

As wc noted, for each quality characteristic we transform the measured value of dispersion

rcgardless of the property of the target value. Therefore, in contrast to the univariate SN ratio

suggested by Taguchi, we also separate the variance and the bias in developing the SN ratios for a

quality characteristic whose target value is zero or infinite. This separation may jvc us a more ef-

ficient SN ratio for reducing variances, especially when the bias part is signilicantly larger than the

variancc. This is because, if we include the bias part in the SN ratio as in the univariate case, then

the resulting SN ratio can be dominated by the large portion of the bias part.

lf any SN ratio developed in this section is influenced by only a subset Q, of the control

factors Q = (Q,Q) , then we can cxpwt that the individual desirability variable HQ is also inlluenced

by only Q, since the SN ratio is a function of the W§’s. Consequently, each dispersion measure D,

also depends only on a subset Q, since WQ is also a function of D,. Equivalently, D, is independent

of u, since jven Q,, p, depends only on Q. Morcover, D, is independent of p,,, k abj since D, and

ii, depend on Q, and Q, respectively, and Q, and Q are disjoint. That is, we can adjust the mean

response pk to target value 1,, independently of all D,’s by manipulating levels of control factors in
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Q, Therefore, only the subset Q, of control factors Q = (Q,Q,) will have dispersion effects and the

remaining control factors in Q, can be used as adjustment factors in correcting the mean response

of each

qualityTherefore,using a suitable SN ratio developed in this section, we can proceed with the

multiresponse parameter design analysis with a designed experiment such as balanced fractional

factorial parameter desigr of resolution V developed in Chapter 1II, or a sequential parameter de-

sign developed in Chapter IV. Then with adjustment factors detected in the ANOVA procedure,

we can find the optimal setting by fitting mean responses close to target values by correcting the

adjustment factors, if such adjustment procedure is necessary for some quality characteristics, while

fixing the subset Q, of control factors at the identified levels in the ANOVA procedure.

Even though a specific loss function can be provided in a multiresponse parameter design, the

approximation of the loss function up to the third term in (5.1) may out to be crude so that

the higher—order terms are necessary. And the estimation of a quadratic loss function is valid only

when the remaining terms in the Taylor expansion are negligible. However, some authors doubt

the adequacy of the quadratic loss fimction (see Nair and Pregibon (1988)). For such eases, the

SN ratios such as (5.10) and (5.15) based on the approximation of the loss function are not ap-

propriate for the procedure through which we want to the loss function. Instead of these,

the SN ratios (5.27) and (5.28) developed by not utilizing loss functions can be used as alternatives.

Therefore, the SN ratios developed in this section are widely applicable and can be thought of as

generalizations suitable for multiresponse parameter design analyses.
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Chapter V I

VI.l Summary of Results

Parameter designs have been shown to be cost·eH“ective in many industrial applications to

reduce the product’s variation due to various noise factors. To improve the performance of pa-

rameter designs, suitable SN ratios were suggested by some authors. However, the parameter design

technique still has some serious problems in constructing the designs, since typically only main ef-

fects of the control factors are investigated.

The goals of this dissertation have been to develop new parameter designs, especially the

inner array for the control factors, through which we can detect influential two-factor interactions.

For developing new designs, we restrict the scope of our research to 2* and 3* factorial designs for

the control factors, and assume that three-factor and higher order interactions are all negligible.
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For 2* factorial parameter designs ( Chapter III ), we develop eight saturated balanced frac-

tional factorial designs of resolution V for any number t of the control factors by using a partially

balanced array. 'Those designs have the following desirable properties:

(i) They are easy to construct for any number of control factors;

(ii) They have a minimum number of treatment combinations for investigating two-factor

interactions,;

(iii) They are easy to analyze and the results are easy to interpret and to use since the designs

have some "balanced' structure with respect to the variance·c0variance matrix of the estimates of

main effects and two-factor interactions;

(iv) We can evaluate easily various optimality criteria for the designs.

Among the three optimality criteria, determinant , trace, maximum eigenvalue criterion, we

argue that only the trace criterion is suitable for evaluating our designs. Therefore, we tabulate the

trace of the variance·covariance matrix for the designs, and we see that two designs among the eight

possible designs are optimal for the trace criterion. In order to analyze our saturated balanced de-

signs two stepwise methods , a normal probability plot method , and a modification of Ghosh’s

method are being developed.

For 3* factorial parameter designs ( Chapter IV ), a sequential detection procedure is devel-

oped to reduce the number of treatment combinations needed to detect influential two-factor

interactions. The sequential prowdure consists of two stages. In the first stage, using a 'near'

minimal resolution IV design we develop a series ofhypotheses for detecting influential interactions.

In contrast to other detection procedures in the literature, we partition two-factor interactions into

the two components in the first stage, and develop a detection procedure for each component. By

splitting the two-factor interactions we can obtain more accurate estimates, Le. with small bias, of

the main effects of the control factors. The second stage will be used when the underlying inter-

action structure of the control factors is too complicated to be identitied in the first stage. In the
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second stage, a series of sequential hypotheses is developed to continue the detection procedure by

taking treatment combinations sequentially. The sequential procedure in the second stage can be

simpliüed by making use of the information obtained and the treatment combinations taken in the

first stage. Alter identifying iniluential two-factor interactions, a method of analyzing 3* factorial

parameter designs in which identified iniluential two-factor interactions have been accounted for,

is developed.

In chapter V, to extend the parameter design to several quality characteristics, we devise some

suitable SN ratios according to whether a proper loss function for several quality characteristics can

be specified or not. When a loss function can be specified, we develop two different types of SN

ratios depending on whether the variance·covariance matrix is linked to the variance-covariance

matrix or not. Moreover, a detection procedure for dependence between the mean vector and the

variance·covariance matrix is developed by using an orthogonal transformation. When a proper loss

function cannot be specified, we develop other kinds of SN ratios by utilizing the concept of a de-

sirability function. These SN ratios are quite general and can be used even when a loss function

can be specified, especially when the mean vector is linked to the variance-covariance matrix, or

when validity of the specified loss function is doubted.

VI.2 Areas for Future Research

The development ofdetecting methods for influential interactions considered in this paper are

restricted to 2* and 3* factorial designs for the control factors. Future research may be directed to-

wards developing detection proeedures for more general factorial designs, such as p* factorial designs

for the control factors, where p is a prime number, and especially for non·symmetrical factorial

parameter designs, such as 2'3' factorial designs for the control factors.
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To evaluate various analyzing methods for saturated balanced fractional factorial designs of

resolution V developed in Chapter III, some simulation studies may be helpful.

Moreover, for developing detection procedures for influential interactions, we assume that

three·factor and higher order interactions are all negligible. However, such an assumption may be

inadequate for some experiments when higher order interactions exist. Therefore, development of

more general parameter designs deserves special attention in particular with respect to, detection

of higher order influential interactions.

In Chapter IV, we consider simple estimates, for example (4.31), for developing test statistics.

As we mentioned in section IV.2.2.2 , these unbiased estimates but not necessarily

the estimates with minimum variance. Therefore, in o to develop more powerful test statistics,

one needs to obtain more eliicient estimates with small vaiiance.

o a mutltimsponsespmmctcr d¢$i8il..l?)L.¢l£YÄ§lßK.§9„!§$,§PÄ„téPlE-„‘$.Ill.,
Bvt j__¤Qj*h„_¢£„S„X$.¢@.$ÄQ§.¥°. th¤ may.

80¥I}¢ impwtant arenbseryedxmore frequently

lsS$„.i;¤12Q¤§¤L§!é§lity„.charactexisti¤$• ¤·¤d where differentpaxameter designs are used for

different
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< Derivation ofthe equation (4.18) >

Let us assume that two component E,,E, are contained in the alias set S,_ iaé 0, and the

'1eve1s' of E, are determined by the 'leve1s' of E, by a permutation (02), i.¢.

0 -• 2

l —• I

2 —• O

, where the ärst and second rows represent the 'levels ' of the components E, andE,, respectively.

Then, by the above relationship we can see that in the submatrix X, of four columns of the

model matrix X in (4.13) , corresponding to four parameters (E,)', (E,)', (Q)', (E,)“ associated with

the two components, at most three distinct rows can appear, and we can transform the submodel

for the two components E,, E, as
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<E1>‘
1 1 1 -1 1 2(E1)

Xlßl = 0 *2 0 *2
I(Ä)

-1 1 1 1 2(Ä)

(E1)!
l 1 I l 2(E1)

= 0 -2 O -2 I*( )
-1 1 -1 1

B22
(Ä)

1 1 1 1(E1) " (Ä)
= 0 -2 2 2 .

(E1) + (Ä)
-1 1

This implies that if two components E,_ E, are contained in the alias set S,_ i¢ 0, and the

‘levels" of the two components are related by the permutation (02), then instead of estimating all

individual parameters associated with the components, we can estimate the following two linear

combinations of the parameters,

111,1* -1 0 <ß,>'
2 + 2 '

· (E1) 0 1 (Ä)

By the same arguments, we can generally show that if two components E,_ E, are contained

in the same alias set S,_ i¢ 0, and their "levels' are related by the permutation p, , then the vector

of two estimable functions of parameters associated with the two components can be expressed as

D,£, + Dpßz,

where D", and E, are defined in (4.14) and (4.17), respectively.
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Moreover, suppose that the components E,_ E,_ , E, are contained in the same alias set

S,_i#= 0, and we choose a component, say E,, as a reference effect. If the "levels' of the other

components are related to the 'leve1s' of the reference component by permutations, say

p,_p,, , p,, respectively, then by the same arguments it follows that the vector ES, of two estimable

functions of parameters associated with the components is

ES, = D,E, + DPIE, + + 0,,,15,, .
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